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MAINE
The Land of Vacation:
One of the Countless P icturesque Spo ts A long the M aine Coast
Maine has 220 miles of direct seacoast, a tidal line of 2,400 miles, four 
navigable rivers, and 2,465 lakes. Her natural beauties and facilities for 
sport attract thousands of visitors each year. Read about activities 
throughout the state in
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Progress
in Maine
PERCIVAL P. BAXTER’S recent g ift to the sta te will preserve a g reat spot of natural beauty. Mt. K atahdin is the second highest peak along the A tlantic Coast. Page 3.
Maine Granite has been quarried for 
many years. Now blocks from the Hall 
quarry  on Mt. Desert Island are to be 
used in the construction of a new $750,- 
000 office building in W ashington. Page 
4.
Music in the sta te  is not only not neg­
lected but is continually being fostered 
by the Maine Federation of Music Clubs 
which is the local unit of w hat has been 
termed as the “L argest A m ateur Or­
ganization.” Page 6.
The rollicking days of the one and 
two-cylinder cars tha t burned up the 
roads a t th irty  miles an hour in 1905 
are recalled by some characters in the 
southern p art of the state. Page 8.
Every city has its clubs but Augusta 
seems to be somewhat better supplied 
than m ost localities. But probably not 
many members are needed to s ta r t  an 
organization. Page 10.
Maine was once a p art of M assachu­
setts and she is still ably represented in 
the Hub. Page 13.
Football fans will travel a long way to 
watch a game but there are other sports 
which have a wider range of appeal. 
Page 16.
Have you a pet, a dog, a canary, a few 
rabbits ? Do you know w hat to feed 
them in order to keep them well? Page 
19.
Theodore Roosevelt often talked of the 
importance of preserving our forests. Re­
forestation is going a step farther. Page 
22.
Maine had a Governor a t one time 
who was able to finance the sta te  treas­
ury out of his own funds, and he did 
when the necessity came. Page 23.
The Minute M an
(O n L exin g ton  B a ttle  Green)
by A d elb ert M. Jakem an
Those men, whom  yoti com m em orate,S tood ju s t  as s ta lw a r t, stron g , and s tra ig h t  As you who, on th is sacred ground,N ow  keep the fa ith  of freedom  sound.
You stand as sym bol of the best—A ler t and ready, y e t  a t re s t;P re ferr in g  peace, s till  a lw ays here To m ake our m em ories rich and dear.
Those firs t staunch souls th is Green w ith  red  F rom  th e ir  own pu lsing veins once fed ;A n d up fro m  this w e t earth  there sprang  A cry which o’er the country rang.
A n d now you sta n d  here, M inute M an,To show th a t L exin g ton  began  A  w a r  th a t m ade th is g re a t land free  F rom  ru lers fa r  across the sea!
Maine and the Battle of Lexington rA t least tw o com m unities in  M aine have cause to rem em ber the ba ttle  of L exing ton— and fo r  the sam e reason. The even ts of P a tr io t’s D ay, A p r il  19, 1775, are com m em orated in  both S tan d ish  and K ennebunk by s ta te ly  old elm  trees which w ere p lan ted  over a cen tu ry and a h alf ago.
The tw o m assive trees a t S tan d ish — pop u larly  called the Lexington  elm s— recen tly  came in to prom inence when one of them  w as fe lled  by the s tu rd y  axe of the woodm an. This one, on the law n of the home of E dw ard  W. Dolloff, on the W est B uxton Road, w as hewn down because its  ow ner con­sidered i t  unsafe fo r  passersby. B y actual m easurem ents, w hen cut in to fire wood, its  huge tru n k and lim bs m ade a to ta l of ten cords.
The oth er ancient tree is s till standing , defy in g  the elem ents w ell, near the old C ram  house, in  the village square.
These elm s of the h istoric nam e received th eir appella tion  from  the fa c t  th a t th ey w ere s e t  out as young trees upon the rece ip t of the new s a t : S tan d ish  of the fam ous ba ttle  of L exington , on that sprin g  day one hundred  and f ifty -s ix  yea rs ago.
The oth er M aine L exing ton  elms, a num ber of them , m ay be found in  a row  along the n orth ern  ex tre m ity  of the m ain thoroughfare of old Kennebunk.
As one leaves the business d is tr ic t and nears the ou tsk ir ts  of th is] a ttra c tiv e  village, on the righ t-h an d side, across the road fro m  a  n ea t little  pa rk  and a new  library , there are perceived  severa l tow ering elm trees bor­dering the h igh w ay and shelterin g  a fr ien d ly  -appearin g , four-square s tru c tu re  of R evolu tion ary v in tage . These ta ll trees are the fa r-fa m ed  Lexington, elm s, and the colonial hom estead bears conspicuously on its  door-pla te the w ords, “L exington  E lm s.”
These elm s in  K ennebunk are so nam ed because th ey w ere p la n ted  on the ve ry  day on which the figh t a t L exing ton  occurred. The house, n a tu ra lly , is nam ed fo r  the trees which stan d  before it.
The en tire p/roperty , including the elm s, is owned a t p resen t by “ W illie  O.” L ittlefie ld . The old home, which is furn ished ex ten sive ly  w ith  antiques, is opened during the sum m er season and v is ito rs  are ex tended a w a rm  w el­come to ta r r y  a t th is charm ing esta te .
K ennebunk, toge th er w ith  her tw o s is te r  se ttlem en ts, K ennebunkport and  Kennebunk Beach, is rep le te  w ith  item s of h istoric and legendary lore; but the old L exington  elm s are fa r  fro m  being the lea st in terestin g  to travelers  through her shady s tree ts .
So thus does M aine s till  take a personal and sym pa th etic  in te res t in  the ba ttle  of L exington .
— A d elb ert M. Jakem an.
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Maine, The 
f  nQranite State”
a NNOUNCEM ENT of the proposed use of 6,000 tons of granite from a Maine quarry, to be used in the construction of a new Federal Gov­ernm ent office building in W ash­ington, arouses interest in an industry which has hitherto been considered the boast of our sister states. In another section of this issue the gran ite  quarries of Maine, the ir history and production are taken up a t length. The extent of g ran ite quarrying in the state and the age of the industry is indeed enlighten­ing. Maine’s position as the third  leading state in the production of g ran ite  casts a new light on the importance of another of her natura l resources.The importance of g ran ite quarrying in the state may be seen in the report of the state geologist recently issued a t Augusta. The opening page of the re­port carries a chart showing the value of the gran ite  quarried in Maine from 1905 to 1927. Only the years from 1914 to 1919 saw the value of the production drop below $1,500,000. The banner year was 1923 when the value of the output reached as high as $3,059,608. With such figures the g ran ite industry can well be considered a leading factor in Maine’s productive industry.The granites found in Maine are  widely known for their strength, d u ra­bility and coloring, the la tte r varying from very light to dark g ray  and from pink to red. The value of the deposits is difficult to estim ate but the production figures should enable us to place along­side of “Maine, The Pine Tree S tate ,” another title, “The Granite S tate.”
Preservation of
Natural History
IT has long been my ambition to have the State of Maine own Mount K atahdin, for to my mind, th a t m ountain is the grandest and most beau­tifu l of all the n atura l attractions of the sta te .” Thus ran  the le tter of form er Governor Percival P. Baxter, which was sent to Governor William Tudor Gardiner, offering Mount Katahdin as a g ift to tne state. And thus does Mr. Baxter realize the dream which he has harbored for many years, from the time when he was a member of the House of Representatives and through his services as senator and governor.The trac t, included in the gift, consists of an undivided three-eighths in terest in an area comprising 16 square miles in township 3, range 9, Piscataquis County, within which lies Mount Katahdin. It was Mr. B axter’s wish to have acquired the rem aining undivided five-eighths of the area before presenting
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any of it to the state but, as his letter reads, “being apprehensive lest some­thing happen to thw art my plans,” he decided to convey the in terest which he held and continue his efforts to obtain the rem ainder with the hope of being able to offer th a t also a t  some fu ture 
date.The foresight of the donor is evident in the happy request th a t “the donated area forever be kept as a sanctuary  for •wild beasts and birds, and th a t no roads or ways for motor vehicles be hereafter constructed thereon or therein.” The perm anent preservation of more and more of such natura l beauty spots of Maine insures for the fu tu re  the recre­ational industry which has come to play such an im portant p a r t in the lives and subsistence of the people who welcome each year the thousands of visitors to the state..There are  few of us who can resist the desire to boast of our community, from the intim ate atmosphere of the home itself, to the street we live upon, to the town which we inhabit, the county, the state and nation th a t is ours. From within each of these separate spheres we reach out a welcoming hand to the visitor who chances to enter our gates. We are proud or ashamed of the reception we have to offer according to our capacity to
en tertain  and please him. If  i t  is the hospitality of the home which we give, the degree of cleanliness, and the variety of the dinner menu to which he may be unaccustomed, may become our boast. A sim ilar pride infuses the hospitality which we offer as a state.A Maine mountain, the second highest peak on the A tlantic coast, preserved in all the dignity and grandeur which led the Indian to respect its m ajesty, and called from  Thoreau in his essay “K atahdin” the thought, “The tops of mountains are among the unfinished p arts  of the globe, w hether i t  is a slight insult to the gods to climb and pry  into the ir secrets,”—such a land of natura l enchantm ent forever consecrated to its tasks of retain ing  its  original charm and verdure holds a constant source of pride to every resident of Maine. I t  is fa r  from retardation  of growth. I t  is ad­vancement in the finest sense to have members of our present civilization rea l­ize the necessity of retain ing  , in tac t the precious heritage which nature has thus fa r preserved. An appreciation of the value of our natura l beauties and an attem pt to preserve them shows a de­cided foresight. Maine is proud of her ability to rang high among the states in natura l recreational facilities and deeply gratefu l to Mr. B axter for the g ift which he has so generously made, in order th a t she may continue to main­tain  her enviable position.
Fair and Warmer
THE “Annual Meteorological Sum­m ary of the United States D epart­ment of A griculture” contains some additions by the Portland W eather Bureau of the United States D epartm ent of A griculture in regard  to the climate of southern Maine, which we take the liberty to rep rin t here. The notes need little comment save to say th a t they were added to the summary merely to correct impressions entertained by many in the country. The notes follow in part.“Maine’s climate has been so long mis­represented and exaggerated tha t it is pertinent to give some of the true  facts about it. Maine has the healthiest climate in the United States and equals any in the world, not only in summer but in winter. This is due to a ra re  com­bination of pine woods, down slope from the White Mountains, and the sea and numerous lakes. No m atter from which direction the wind blows it is laden with health-giving qualities.”The report goes on to mention the scarcity of snow and thunder storms, the facilities for sea bathing, amount of rainfall, and the general tem perature. Much has been said of the healthful climate of Maine and we might add th a t the above statem ent shows “the figures to prove it.”
—R. J . S.
Published  m onthly. E d ito ria l and  G eneral Offices, M onum ent Sq., P o rtland , Me. E n te red  as  second class m a tte r  M ay 5, 1929, a t  th e
postoffice a t  P o rtland , Me., u nd er th e  A ct of M arch 3, 1879.
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M t Katahdin
by Archer L. Grover
About fo rty  miles northeasterly  from the geographical center of Maine—
In the forests o f our Northland,
In the state for pine trees famous,
Raising up his head, majestic,
O ’er the country round about him;
Towering o ’er the hills and valleys,
O ’er the lakes and ponds and woodland, 
Is the mountain called Katahdin.
Standing on this granite summit,
On the summit gray and hoary,
Where the North-wind, wild and cruel.
Has for many countless ages 
Swept in all his wrathful fury,
One can see a land enchanted.
From  this summit, the hardy traveller sees a country clad in verdure where the spruces, firs and maples make a fo r­est floor mosaic composed of varying shades of green. This beautiful, green carpet is interspersed with numberless lakes, ponds, stream s and rivers; each heliographing its own silvery message of beauty up to the eye of the admiring observer.
Mere words fail to convey the quiet, restfu l beauty of this more d istant view; the majestic grandeur of the nearby peaks, precipices, canyons and glacial cirques; the absorbing interest of the immense, desolate, boulder-strewn pla­t eau dotted here and there with varTmis forms of sub-arcticT^ora ; the beautiful v^terZalTiCleaping.^nTnng-ing—som etimes fKunidering—down fH e in o un tam ^w alls ; the^gflScing trou t pools in the lower reaches; the g feat^vanety  of covers in­habited by moose, bears, deer, the in­dustrious beaverS "as""WElt" as "nearly all our fur-bearing hhim als.
( ThTr-is the enchanted land which the wise generosity of ex-governor Baxter has saved to us and our posterity. He has done this by making a g ift of it to the s ta te  to be used fo r­ever as a state park. In his wisdom, he has stip­ulated in his g if t th a t the park  shall be kept in its wild and natural state. No automobile r o a d s  shall be con- V structed on to the moun­ta in .  This will be one place in the s ta te  where travellers can go w ith­out being confronted by billboards or hot-dog stands.
The comparative inac- cessability of K atahdin dominating, as it does, the vast expanse of fo r­est, lake and stream  of northern Maine makes it the goal of the more hardy tourists in whose pack there is no room for a tuxedo. A large proportion of those who spend the ir vacations in some of the sporting camps of the K atahdin Region prefer to “enjoy i t  from  below” ra th e r
than to undergo the physical exertion 
necessary to behold the wonderful pan­
oram a unfolded from  its heights. In 
spite of these difficulties, however, there 
are from  one thousand to three thou­sand climbers who reach the summit each 
season.
The m o s t impressive thing about K a­
tahdin on one’s first visit is its immens­ity. The main bulk of the mountain is 
t oppedJhy,a  plateau five miles long, north 
aha~~southT and__of an irregular varying width7"e3FFah3~west. From this plateau, 
there afe~Several spurs or ridges. Three 
of these extending“TrTan easterly  direc­tion from the sides of the two g rea t g la­cial cirques known as the South Basin and the N orth Basin. The longest and most southerly of these spurs is a moun­tain  range in itself. It contains We§±. Pqak, (the highest point of the mountain) E ast Peak, and term inates in Pamola, the most easterly  peak. Between Pamola and E ast Peak there are many in ter­vening lesser peaks known as the Saw Teeth or Knife Edge. There are many places where this Knife Edge is only two or three feet wide on top and with the precipitious sides sloping away a t a sharp angle to the north and south it takes a fairly  good sailor’s head to ne­gotiate the tra il which winds along the very crest. This is particularly  true if there is a good stiff breeze blowing.There are five trails leading to the top of the mountatri^by which- the ascent can be made by any rugged person who is not specially experienced in moun­tain  climbing. These are the Appala- chain Trail, the Dudley Trail, Togue Pond Trail, Abol Trail, and H unt’s Trail.
• The Appalachain Trail leads to the Table Land from the South Basin and is the easiest ascent.
Dudley’s Trail begins a t Chimney Pond in the South Basin and leads di­rectly to the top of Pamola, the eastern  most peak of Katahdin.The tra il from  Togue Pond ascends the southeast slope, a portion of its course following up one of the numerous rock slides common to the mountain. Everyone who has used this tra il goes into ecstacies about the unusual and very beautiful growth of white birch through which the tra il passes well up on the slopes. The sight of this grove is, alone, worth the effort of the trip .The W est Branch of the Penobscot in its course from  the big Ripogenus Dam to the Lower Lakes and Millinocket passes close to the base of the moun­tain. From  this river, the ascent is made up the southern slope. One and . a quarter miles of its course follows the Abol Slide which is one of the longest landslides on the mountain. This tra il was much used before there was an auto­mobile approach near the base of the mountain. This necessitated a beauti­ful canoe trip  up the W est Branch from Norcross or down the W est Branch from Moosehead Lake and N ortheast Carry to the mouth of Abol Stream.
In making the ascent via H unt’s Trail, one traverses the crest of a big ridge which is a spur of the m ountain leading from  the Table Land to the southwest. A portion of this tra il through w hat is known as The Boulders is rugged climb­ing but the view to the north, west and south all along the tra il up the crest of this spur to ‘the Table Land is beautiful and extensive.
There are two automobile approaches which bring one within striking distance of the base of the mountain. One is from the southeast via Millinocket and Togue Pond; the other from Greenville, Ripogenus Dam and Sourdnahunk Stream .By the southeastern or Millinocket approach, one can travel by auto as fa r  as Togue Pond within six or seven miles of the summit if the as­cent is made via the Togue Pond Trail. The Appalachain, Dudley’s and Abol T rails may be reached by this ap­proach bu t the distance to the summit by each of these is g reater than  by the Togue Pond Trail.The n a tu ra l approach to H un t’s T rail by auto is through Greenville, over the big concrete dam a t  Ripogenus then on to the end of the high­way a t Sourdnahunk Stream . From  here i t  is seven to eight miles over a rough buckboard road to sporting camps on Kidney Pond or Daicey Pond. The beginning of the tra il is not fa r  from  (C ontinued on P age 28)K atah d in  fro m  K idn ey Pond
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The Qrowth of 
Mainers Qranite Industry
by Lucina H. Lombard
THE award of the contract to the Hall Quarry a t Somes Sound, Mount Desert, for the building m aterial of the new $750,000 House Office Building a t  W ash­ington, D. C., re-awakens new interest in granite.
The basis of Maine’s granite industry is largely the position of quarry  sites a t tide w ater. This accessibility of granite of the best grade makes it pos­sible for the Maine product to be an im portant factor in the m arkets for building m aterial not only in the cities of the A tlantic seaboard, but also in nearly every city of importance in the country, even as fa r west as the sta te of California.
A  B rie f H is to ry  of the In d u stry
In pioneer days, wood was the only building m aterial, with scarce an excep­tion. We are told th a t Deacon John ' Phillips of Boston, about 1650, built a stone house of field boulders, which stood until 1864. Granite boulders were often used for doorsteps, under­pinnings, wharves, cellars and wells, where smooth and even walls were not 
required.
But with the increase of wealth and the growth of the colonies, costlier and more enduring buildings for public use were demanded. King’s Chapel, a t the time it was built in Boston (1749-54) was the greatest stone structure ever attem pted in this p art of the country. The boulders were split by building a fire upon them and letting  heavy iron balls fall upon them. Of course, granite obtained in this way was very expensive.
In 1748, Brigadier-General Waldo brought a colony of im m igrants from Germany, a large number of whom settled in wffiat is now Quincy.
' A large p a rt of the colony proceeded under the care of General Waldo to Maine and settled in a new township, Waldoborough. These German artisans introduced into New England the prac­tice of preparing hewn or hammered stone. A fter using gunpowder to blast out a block, it was wrought to a plain surface, sufficiently s tra ig h t and smooth to make a regu lar wall, by cutting a groove with a hamm er so as to split it.
1 The Hancock House, Boston, built by the uncle of Governor John Hancock and given to him for a home, was the first in which the method of splitting granite by small wedges was used. This reduced the price nearly one-half.
In 1715, forty-tw o rods of W ashing­ton S treet (then Orange), Boston, had been paved. From  this tim e on, the town had voted sums annually. A lady
who went from New York to Boston, in 1795 and was much struck with its quaint appearance, wrote: “There were no brick sidewalks, except in a p art of the main street (Washington-) near the Old South, then called Cornhill. The streets are paved with pebbles; and, ex­cept when driven on one side by carts and carriages, everyone walked in the middle of the street where the pavement was the smoothest.”
f  The S u llivan  Q uarries are the oldest in Hancock County, and among the old­est in the state. General Sullivan of Revolutionary fame, quarried stone to build a dam, the ruins of which can be seen in a stream  of Frenchm an’s Bay.
In building the Kennebec bridge, a t Augusta in 1797, the piers and abut­ments were constructed of stone split from drift boulders, and three fine houses built about 1801, had for under­pinning, granite brought a t g reat ex­pense from near Boston. Captain Alex­a n d e r  Parris, some years previous to the 1812 War, came down from Boston to Portland “where he made several im­portant granite buildings.”
S ’ About 1810, granite began to be ex­
pensively used around Boston. The first 
/  use of granite for tombstones in Boston 
I may be found in the South Burying 
1 Ground on W ashington Street (1810). 
The W ashington Street wall is of ham ­mered granite.
In the 20’s began in Boston a sort of Greek revival, the object of the few architects working in the town, and pub­lic buildings were built with porticos of Doric columns.
The name of Charles Bullfinch, a Bos­tonian, is one of the most honorable in the history of American architecture. Before his day, as Ruskin lamented, there were but few buildings which a t ­tracted. He studied abroad, and the im­press of his genius is seen not only in Boston’s State House, University Hall (Cambridge), our A ugusta State House and numberless others, but also in .th e  Capitol of the Nation.
These buildings introduced a new era which Parris, W illard and several others perpetuated.
The F a th er of the G ranite In du stry
Impetus was given to the industry by the building of Bunker Hill monument, the architect fo r which was Solomon Willard, the father of the granite busi­ness. He was a wood and stone carver. In 1818, he had made a ’model of the Capitol a t W ashington for Bullfinch. Mr. Willard walked 300 miles to examine granite quarries for m aterial to be used in building the monument, coming down to Hallowell for this purpose, but finally discovering and selecting tha t from a ledge in Quincy, 12 miles away, and easily transported by w ater to Charles­town.
Photo by H. L. Bradley
E ntrance to Som es Sound
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The first ra ilw a y  built in  the U nited  S ta te s  w as due solely to the construction  of B unker H ill m onum ent. I t  was two miles lone: and was really a tram -way operated by horse power.
This was the commencement of an epoch—and was a pioneer American un­dertaking', the originator of which, Grid- ley Bryant, had closely studied the new English railway literature. But had he attem pted to introduce locomotive steam power, he would have ruined the en ter­prise. This railroad cost $50,000 and its first car $600.
r Hallowell granite was the first Maine stone to be exported, cargoes being shipped, about 1832, to Boston.
When the Boston Custom House was built (1837-47), the whole country for miles around was scoured for oxen. Each of the columns weighed about 42 tons and was loaded on a cart drawn by 55 yoke of oxen and 12 horses, the horses being hitched tandem fashion, a distance 
of 12 miles.
The years 1836-37 appear, for some reason, to have been peculiarly prolific in schemes for speculation in this in­dustry in Maine. In 1837, out of 135 acts of incorporation granted by the Legislature. 30 were for granite com­p a n ie s ,  3 of which were located in Au­gusta—at H am Ln’s, H all’s and B allard’s ledges. From  this la tte r, a large p a rt of the stone for the State House, Court House and jail was obtained. But the g ran ite collonnade blocks were brought from the “Melvin ledge,” 3 miles away in Hallowell. Although the “Twing Ledge” had been opened as early as 1825, pow der  w as not used u n til the S ta te  House was 
built.
During the 10 years following 1838, /  the Hallowell Granite Company sold a ( half million dollars worth of stone.
The F rankfort Granite Company, lo­c a te d  a t the base of Mosquito Mountain, within the two years following its open­ing in May, 1836, sold over $50,000 
worth.
In 1840, Solomon W illard laid the first paving blocks of granite in fron t of the Tremont House, Boston.
overlooking the Penobscot River, and a t an elevation of 320 feet above high tide. ) Before the Civil W ar, many of the east- / ern forts were built of this gray stone; but the first years of th a t war demon­strated  the unfitness of granite for their structure, and since then the building of stone forts on the A tlantic coast has been discontinued.
/  The quarries on Hurricane Island ( (Vinalhaven) were started  in 1870, and during the following 20 years some im­mense contracts were filled; some years employing from 1,200 to 1,500 men, with a monthly payroll of $45,000 to $60,000. Here, in 1878, was quarried the General Wool monument, erected a t Troy, N. Y., \  the largest granite shaft, which up to th a t time, had ever been quarried in this country, weighing in the rough about 185 tons. In the 80’s was begun nere the m anufacture of paving blocks on a large scale.
In 1880, eight years after the great Boston fire, out of the 45 public build­ings there were 3 wholly and 3 partly  made of Hallowell granite. Four were built of Jonesville stone, one of Vinal­haven red granite, one from  Frankfort porphyritic granite. Spruce Head, Deer Island, Hallowell and other Maine g ran ­ites were used freely for trim s and sup­ports. F rankfort and Mount Desert Island stone were built into bridges; also a g reat deal from Biddeford and Bame- brush in the sea walls of the islands in Boston harbor.
Economic C lassification
G ranites
of M aine
Maine granites, considered in respect to their uses, may be divided into five classes: C onstructional: for bridges, docks, retaining walls, buildings, or the bases of monuments. S ta tu a ry :  used for sta tue and delicate monumental or ornam ental work. In sc rip tio n a l: for inscribed tablets and dies. C urbing: for curbstones, s tra igh t or circular, and cross walks. P a v in g :  those which are used exclusively for paving blocks.
These in tu rn  have been divided into 14 groups based upon either color or tex tu re ; which reminds one of a recentImmediately a fte r the form ation ofn  /?  t  L a fte r  to kin p- an nirnlnnp trin  the present Lighthouse Board in 1852, i t^  over’ Mai;  said: « w ho shah describe
1*70 c riorQvm innH t n  r*Ckn l a n d  1 xnr n o crnnp i -t /» . . . . . .was deter ined to replace with a stone tower the Minot’s Ledge Lighthouse in* Boston Harbor which had been destroyed by a gale. The success of this difficult engineering fea t dem onstrated tha t granite is the only m aterial which will w ithstand the shock of the waves.
The use of the stone for m acadam  is largely a development of the past 70 years, and the demands for it  has caused the g rea t increase in the number of Quarries of trappean  rock , this being better than  the rock waste from building or monumental granite.
Although back in 1826, quarrying be­gan a t Vinalhaven, when stone from A rey’s H arbor was quarried for a M assa­chusetts prison, and sent there in a schooner: and two years la te r Captain Nelson Spear of Rockland quarried a small cargo a t Dyer’s Island, and a ouarry opened on Leadbetter’s Island in 1846, it was not until 1849 th a t the Ex- Governor Bodwell Granite Company be­gan work. More than a dozen quarries at, different tim es and at various, small islands adjacent, have been opened a t Vinalhaven.
The principal quarry  at F rankfort, be­gun in 1853, is situated on Mount Waldo
the fields of gran ite , pink-tinted and white or rich red and silvery grey?”
’ There are more than 130 principal quarries located in Maine, with a large number of minor ones. These are lo­cated in the Counties of Cumberland, Franklin, Hancock, Kennebec, Knox, Lin­coln, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Waldo, W ashington, and York.
W ith the exception of the im portant quarries a t  Hallowell in Kennebec, North Jay  in Franklin , and the minor ones a t Fryeburg  and B ryant Pond in Oxford County, Pownal in Cumberland County, Norridgewock in Somerset County, Oak Hill and Lincolnville in Waldo County, f«md Dedham in Hancock County, all the / Maine gran ite  quarries are along the l sea-board , either on islands or on bays V)r navigable rivers, or within 4 miles of them. The inland quarries are all on railroads or within a short distance of them. The distance to rail from a few quarries is 3 miles; from one 5 miles, but as the product of these quarries is used entirely for monumental work the trucking is comparatively a small m at­ter.
The M aine gran ite  in d u s try  m ay be 
sa id  to have its  cen ter in  Penobscot and
Blue H ill bays and the islands about them . “A line draw n from Clark Island, south of Rockland, north-northeast to F rankfort, and thence about east to Franklin, in Hancock County, thence south through Bar Harbor, and thence around the islands in a southwesterly course back to Clark Island, would em­brace an area of about 1,200 square miles which would include the bulk of th e / granite industry.”
N ear  the center of what is known o f the large granite area in the forested re ­gion of N orthern Maine is the highest elevation in the state, Katahdin, '5,272 feet above sea-level, and one of Maine’s typical granite mountains.
Q uarries of B lack G ranite
There are t welve m ajor quarries of black gran ite . They are in York, Lin- coln, Waldo",' Penobscot, and W ashington Counties. Of these, only the Addison (in W ashington County) Vinalhaven (in Knox) and Round Pond quarries (in Lin­coln) are a t tidew ater, but as these /  granites are used only in small quantities for expensive monumental work or or­nam ental designs the cost of transpor­tation is a minor consideration.
In a single county (Hancock) the product of the gran ite  quarries an­nually reaches the value of $1,000,000.For the whole state, the value of the output is over $2,750,000. Vermont and M assachusetts are the only other states of the union whose gran ite  product approaches th a t of Maine. Both of these, as well as several other states, lead Maine in the value of monumental g ran ite  produced, so i t  is on the ou tpu t of building stone th a t the preem inence  of M aine depends.
The value of our g ran ite quarried for building purposes yearly exceeds $2,000,- 000; while in the item of dressed stone the production is valued a t about one and three-quarter million dollars, or nearly one-third p i  the output of the whole country. The- next most im portant product is paving blocks, the amount being over one-seventh of th a t of the whole United States, and exceeded only by the output of Wisconsin.
According to one quarry  owner, who knows monumental g ran ite literally-from  the ground up, th a t product is “25 times costlier than 100 years ago!”
Som es Sound Q uarries
Suppose we visit Mount D esert Island. Across its southern half stretches a g ran ite  range of seven ridges of moun­tains, with tw enty peaks, side by side, extending from  east to west. Of these peaks, Mount Cadillac, rising 1532 feet from the sea, is the highest mountain on the immediate A tlantic Coast north of Rio de Janeiro. The g rea t mass of in­truded igneous rock, twelve miles long and seven miles wide, which form s most of the surface of the island is cut by join ts and breaks, along which it divides into blocks. F irs t come the horizontal divisions made by N ature in the" laying down of^UjF~sfraTa~~ln~The rock mills -of thgjseas  ages ago! L ateF  come the~ver- ticalHTvisions made bv the cracking of_ the rock when the ea rth ’s crust was up- heaved oF~depressed. ~
Som es Sound  is a narrow  and very 
deep fiord, running seven miles inland 
from  the Southwest H arbor, between the mountains.
(Continued on Page 12)
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The Aims and Activities
of the Maine Federation
of Music Clubs
by Nellie Louise McCann
C(T  ARGEST AMATEUR ORGANI­ZATION” is the heading of a paragraph  in a recent number ^  of “Musical America” by Mrs. Edgar Stillman-Kelley, past pres­ident of the National Federation of 
Music Clubs. We quote it.
“Because of the almost countless num ­bers of our non-professional music club members, our organization, according to present day findings, seems to have taken on a new significance, owing to the g reat need of am ateurs in keeping the interest of music-making alive. Have we not been told a t several recent musical educational conferences th a t the hope of music de­pends almost entirely on the am ateur— the am ateur perform er and the am ateur listener? Where else may be found a group of 500,000 am ateurs employed in the pursuit of music merely because of their love of this divine art.?”
The first time th a t any women’s musi­cal clubs were brought together was a t the W orld’s F a ir in Chicago in 1893, when by invitation of Mrs. Theodore Thomas, representatives of am ateur music clubs took p art in a program. Portland is very proud of the fac t tha t the two first prizes were awarded to the Portland Rossini Club which was rep re­sented by Florence Knight, soprano; Katherine Ricker, contralto; and Alice Philbrook, pianist. This club is the oldest music club of women in the country.
In 1898 the musical clubs were again brought together and the National Fed­eration of Music Clubs was formed. To­day this organization numbers about 5,000 clubs representing nearly every sta te  in the Union, Alaska, Hawaii and Porto Rico. Of this national organiza­tion, the Maine Federation of Music Clubs is a unit and shares with the larger group, the slogan, “A MUSIC CLUB IN EVERY CITY, IN EVERY COUNTY, IN EVERY STATE IN THE UNION AND JUNIOR BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLUBS AUXILIARY.” S tarted as an organization of music clubs of women, the “Federation” now is proud to include in its club, individual, and a r tis t mem­berships, men who share the same inter­est in working for a “musical America.”
The question is often asked, “Why 
fed era te?” An answer is this—“The 
privilege of being able to exchange 
methods and ideas, to receive the benefit 
of another’s wisdom and larger experi­
ence, and the constant encouragement to 
look and think outwardly instead of cen­
tering  all our faculties on our own small 
orbit, is, in itself, enough to justify  the idea of federation.”
Photograph by Bachrach
Mrs. Guy P. Gannett, P residen t
I t  took Maine clubs a long time to 
realize th a t this broader view should be 
cultivated by them and it  was not until 
1921 th a t clubs began to federate. Those 
which formed the Maine Federation of 
Music Clubs were the Schumann Club of 
Bangor, the Philharmonic Club of Lewis­
ton and Auburn, the Chopin Club of 
Westbrook and the Portland Rossini and 
M arston Clubs of Portland. Now with 
120 clubs, our sta te ranks with the states of Class I, those having over 100 clubs.
Our membership embraces every kind 
of musical organization from the commu­
nity choral or study group of the rural 
districts and small towns to the semi- 
professional club of the city.
The rem arkable growth in numbers and activities which has brought the present high standing throughout the country has come during the past five years under the leadership of Miss Julia Edwards Noyes. This development is continuing under the able direction of our new president, Mrs. Guy P. Gannett. Our activities are conducted through eighteen departm ents, each with a cap­able executive chairman. Two publica­tions, “Maine Music Notes” for adult clubs and the “A ppoggiatura” for the Juniors, keep our members in touch with the work going on in the state.
“W hat are the aims of the Federa­tio n ?” Briefly stated by the National Music Magazine, they are:
1. To make music an integral p art of the civic, industrial, educational and social life of the nation.
2. To encourage and advance Ameri­can musical creative art, to promote American artists , and to a ttrac t foreign artists  to become American citizens.
3. Through nation-wide co-operation in accomplishing the first two aims, to make “AMERICA THE MUSIC CEN­TER OF THE WORLD.”
At the Boston Biennial of the “Na­tional Federation” in June, 1929, when our delegates were introduced to those from other parts of the country, almost invariably came the quick response, “From Maine—the sta te  th a t has so many fine choral groups!” Five Maine choruses were listed on the Boston pro­gram. Three, The Woman’s Choral Society of Portland, Rupert Neily, direc­tor; Portland Rossini Club Chorus, Mrs. Marion W entworth Theis, director; and the E thelbert Nevin Club Chorus, Mrs. Cora Pierce Richmond, director; are now considering ways and means for financing the trip  to the “Golden Gate” to sing again for their sta te a t the “Biennial and Music Congress” a t  San Francisco in June of this year.
In Aroostook County towns, there are active music clubs each with a trained chorus, these groups uniting under the leadership of William R. Chapman in a yearly Music Festival. Bangor has a festival chorus under the direction of Adelbert Sprague. N early all of our clubs include choral singing in their pro­gram , and in Pur Junior Division a Fes­tival Chorus to include boys and girls from all over the sta te  is being built up by Mrs. Helen M arshall Dolley, to sing at rallies and State Convention Junior Days.
Through sta te and national contests, young artists  are being discovered and helped to a hearing on program s. At the last “Biennial,” contests assumed such proportions tha t it  became a prob­lem to handle them. For this reason the Young A rtis ts’ Contests are the only national ones offered this year.
Student and Junior Contests are con­
ducted in the states. In Maine we feature 
these as Music Sports using the National 
Federation slogan, “Not to earn a prize, 
nor defeat an opponent, but to pace each other on the road to excellence.”
Equal to the interest in developing 
the musical ta len t of the country is th a t 
in sponsoring the work of our composers.
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In this connection, I quote from a mes­
sage of our National President, Mrs. 
E lm er Jam es Ottaway in the Music Club 
Magazine:
“Along with this am azing dem onstra­
tion of American musical growth, there 
is a spontaneous interest in the works 
of American composers. W orthy Amer­
ican compositions are appearing more 
frequently upon concert programs.
“We will discover w hat is the purely 
American musical expression, and will 
encourage native creative genius only by 
giving American composition a hearing 
—play, sing, talk American music. 
Native loyalty to native a r t  holds sway 
in every other country. Why not in 
.America ?”
Through the courtesy of Mr. Henry 
P. Rines, since December 21st, broadcasts 
over WCSH have been arranged for 
a lternate Sunday afternoons from 3 to 
3:30 under the direction of Miss Noyes. 
The signature for these broadcasts is the “Federation” song, “State of Maine” 
w ritten by Mrs. Frances Turgeon 
Wiggin. Program s are made ut> of the 
best ta len t of both senior and junior 
clubs of the Portland D istrict with occa­
sional numbers from more d istant parts 
of the state. We recommend th a t our friends “listen in.”
The growth of our Junior Division 
during the last two years has been 
phenomenal due to the enthusiasm of the 
workers and the friendly publication, 
“The A ppoggiatura” which carries in­
spiration to counselors and club members 
and affords a medium for the exchange 
of ideas between clubs. Ninety of our 
one hundred and tw enty clubs are made 
up of boys and girls, ranging from the 
student groups of High School age and 
over to the tiny juvenile groups th a t are just setting out on the musical pathway.
Young people like to do what others 
are doing and to stand as well as those in 
other communities. Occasional visits
from junior club members accompanied 
by juniors to give program  numbers, 
reciprocity program s between clubs, 
rallies including groups in neighboring 
towns, contests, “Junior Day” conven­tion program s, all afford opportunity for 
boys and girls to use w hat they are 
learning in music, to evaluate them ­
selves in comparison with others of their 
age, to get an outlook beyond tha t of their own community.
The achievement of one small town 
junior club shows the possibilities of this 
work in small town and ru ra l commu­
nities. An enthusiastic grade teacher 
formed a music club adm itting to mem­
bership boys and girls of all ages. It 
was really a community club of young 
people. A t meetings there was some­
thing of interest for all, a short study 
period, chorus and program  numbers for 
the older group, the same for the younger 
members, music games, a rhythm  band. 
A piano was needed for the schoolhouse, 
and the young people determined to earn 
the money to buy one. Parents co­operating, entertainm ents were held, 
candy sales, unique ways of earning 
money devised. Before the end of the 
club’s second season, the piano was 
bought and paid for, the whole commu­
nity  was enthusiastic about the work the 
young people were doing musically and 
the town voted to provide a music super­
visor for the schools.
In an attem pt to find out what the 
juniors themselves feel they are getting 
from these clubs, the sta te  counselor 
asked for le tters answering the question, 
“W hat do I gain from my music club?” 
From a small boy came this reply: 
“When we started  this club, who were 
Schumann, Schubert, Beethoven and 
many others ? They were just names, 
but now to us they are g reat men. Each 
time the club meets, some of the members 
have a little  p a rt in the program  and this 
helps to give them confidence, not only 
to play but to do different things before
In Church
t
Small matter what the fervent preacher 
says;
I harken with the ears, but not the 
mind.
His words glance off my shell o f  soli­
tude,
And never can my waking spirit find.
But on a jeweled window I can see
The gentle Shepherd, clad in flowing 
red,
W ho bears in tender arms that weary not
A tiny lamb, with peaceful, drooping 
head.
I can believe the promise in His face,
Though deaf am I to spoken words o f  
grace.
Photo by Roger Paul Jordan
Julia E. N oyes
the public. Playing from memory 
strengthens the memory, not only for 
playing, but for other things. Sitting 
down and playing a little  piece from 
memory develops th a t p a rt of the brain 
just as exercise develops a muscle. The 
little games th a t we play furnish us not 
only with fun but the ability to be 
beaten without having our feelings hurt. 
To sum it all up, the music club has been 
a good thing for us kids.”
We recognize the fac t th a t in every 
individual there is an impulse toward 
self-expression. Through whatever other 
media we may express ourselves, m ost of 
us find this outlet to some extent in 
music. The busy housekeeper sings a t 
her work, the country boy whistles as he 
does the “chores,” plays his harmonica 
on summer evenings or the saxophone in 
the village band. N early every home, 
however remote, has its phonograph or 
radio, or some musical instrum ent.
To encourage self-expression through 
music in some form, to develop intelli­gent listening through study clubs, and 
by bringing good music within the reach 
of all, to revive in terest in home music, 
the fam ily sing, the home ensemble 
group, to in terest people in making 
music together in the community as well 
as in the home and in learning to do it 
intelligently—these are some of the 
things we are attem pting  to accomplish 
in Maine through our music clubs.
Our sta te  is very proud of the three 
prim a donnas we have given to the world, 
Annie Louise Cary, Lillian Nordica, 
Emma Eames. We are proud of our 
distinguished musicians and creative 
a rtists  of the past and of those with us 
today. W ith her composers, her profes­
sional a rtists , her am ateur music organ­
izations all working together not only 
“to keep the interest in music-making 
alive” but to build on a well laid founda­
tion, there will be no question of Maine’s 
doing her p art in the accomplishment of 
the third  aim of the “Federation”—“to 
make America the music center of the 
world.”
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Qit a Horse!
A Comedy of Motor'Mania"1905 Vintage
by Reina LeBreton
A Two-Part Story-Part I
A THUD of sprightly hoofbeats told the alert ears of Je rry  Rey­nolds th a t his belated “job- horse” Bettina C. was arriving a t last; alm ost immediately the livery rig  clattered into the carriage- house. A sandy-haired, overalled stable- hand assumed charge of the team while the driver, a commercial traveler sur­rounded with sample-cases the size of dog-kennels, swung stiffly from the 
buggy.“Some little  m are, tha t—she’s a peach!” th e f knight of the grip  an­nounced genially, as the stable-proprie­tor and the Kendalport harness-m aker appeared a t the office door. “If I was looking for a driver of my own, I ’d try  
to make a deal with you.”“Good enough, I guess,” grunted Jerry , noncommittally, running experi­enced fingers through the m are’s sleek, sw eaty coat, and unchecking her tossing head. “She’s too much hoss fu r her own good, Bettina is; used to be a race- 
hoss.”“Leetle mite warm, ain’t  she, but I guess there’s no harm  done,” supple­mented Uncle Laban, his horse-caressing fingers stroking the tired mare from sheer force of habit. “Guess you’ve moved her along some, by the look of her. You ought to have held her up some—’specially when she’s headed fur 
home.”“Well, a fellow with a lot of te rrito ry  to covar, like me, has got to move around some,” countered the salesman. “ Well, Brother, w hat do I owe you? I ’m willing to pay fo r a good horse, you 
know.”“Wal, I reckon a V’ll about make it— this tim e.” Je rry  squinted his eyes a t no one in particular, but his voice held a certain significance th a t the sprightly salesman did not miss. “There ain’t  no sense in try ing  to crowd two days’ te r r i­tory  into one—not with m y  horses a t  any rate. I hev’ good ones, mostly, an’ I don’t  keep ’em in the shape like I do by having ’em steamed over the road 
like enjines. It don’t  pay.”“I guess you’re right a t tha t,” agreed the salesman, readily. He flipped a five- dollar bill to Jerry , took up his grips 
and departed.“Dum fancy-shirted mule-skinner!” growled Jerry , assum ing the burden of B ettina’s harness. “Wal, cool her out real good, ’Lisher, and give her a nip o’ w ater—m ighty little , though, right now. An’ keep her in tomorrow—she’s plumb beat out. Dum, if she ain’t  ganted up like it  hadn’t  rained corn an’ oil in her p a rt of the country since she left the bam  this mornin’. The next time th a t ninny-coop gits one of my rigs he won’t  g it it! An’ mebby you’d bet­te r  bandage her laigs up, too.”Back once more in the congenial con­fines of the harness room, Je rry  and La­
ban eased into their pet chairs in fron t of a fussy little stove and resumed their toddies and conversation.“Fellers like th a t one oughter be driv­ing autterm obiles,” mumbled Laban, as he alternately  sipped and stirred. “Then they could go it lickerty-split uphill an’ down.”“Mebby they would an’ mebby they wouldn’t ,” countered Jerry , from the wisdom gleaned from two sum m ers’ ex­perience with a light runabout. “Blamed if I know why folks like ’em anyhow— they ain’t no fellership in ’em, and they cost to run like hell. Think o’ me—this year two dollars fu r registeration plates and two dollars more fu r my license I had to pay. An’ I hear they’re goin’ to legislate to tax ’em like a hoss an’ buggy, too. T hat’ll be a lot of expense fu r the privilege o’ crankin’ yer guts 
out.”“Dum it, Jerry , you must like ’em some way—you’ve had so many of ’em—this here’s yer second one.” L al»n swal­lowed his toddy with a gulp.“Wal, I guess they’re all righ t enough if you don’t lose yer head and go in fu r ’em too steep,” considered Jerry . “You know, Labe, I kind of fell into ’em in the first place—traded th a t old pair of blacks to Wade Latim er fur th a t fust little  steam er o’ mine. An’ I never ex­pected to keep her—I was going to put an ad in the H orseless A ge  an ’ g it rid of her righ t away. But B urt Ley­den come over an’ steamed her up fur me an’ showed me how to steer her. And afte r I got to foolin’ with her an’ burnt off my eyebrows try in ’ to light the main
fire afore I kindled the pilot-light, and scorched the seat off my pants when I forgot the bypass an’ let the boiler go dry—Wal, it was kinder excitin’. * * * Dumned if the contraption didn’t  g it un­der my skin an ’ I never had sense enough since to g it it out.”Laban sipped thoughtfully, then gave attention to a crumble of tobacco and a rem nant of pipe.“Yeh, I shouldn’t  wonder—you know I ’ve kind of felt th a t way ever since you and me drove over to Lodge meetin’ a t North Kendalport this summer. I ’ll bate yer there’s all o’ six or seven hun­dred cars registered in the sta te o’ Maine righ t now. Why, there’s four of ’em righ t here in Kendalport, countin’ yours. A feller likes to keep up with the times, don’t  he, and I ’ll bate yer I ’m the next shoo-fur here in town; w hat say? I sold tha t old Dawson s tree t house, you know, so I feel as if I could afford to buy a 
little one.”Jerry  Reynolds stared as if his old friend had confessed to seven deadly 
sins.“ You  goin’ to g it a car—why, Labe I ’m surprised a t yer. You, such a hoss- fancier so to speak—it don’t  seem hard­ly legal.”“Why not, I should like to know ?” de­manded Laban. “I guess I ain’t  no more of a horseman than you be, an’ I used to ride a wheel years ago. Steering an auto ain’t  a whole lot different they 
say.”Je rry  snorted. “Mebby the steering part is easy enough, but you’ll find you got som ethin’ else besides pedals an’ nandlebars. There’s the high speed clutch, and the low speed forw ard, an’ a brake and a reverse lever, an’ a horn to blow. To say nothin’ about the spark lever, and bein’ sure to tu rn  on yer oil an’ a few more things like tha t. By Godfrey, when I first commenced to drive, I wished I had as many arm s as some of them heathen idols!”“Wal, I guess if you could learn how to do it, I can learn how to do it,” countered Uncle Laban. “Or mebby I could go to one of them auto schools fu r a spell.”“Now, Labe, you know you needn’t  go to no school—I’ll teach yer to steer, my­self, in no tim e,” promised Je rry  dip­lomatically. “An’ then, if you did buy a car, the agent is bound to larn you to run it—th a t’s a  p art o’ the deal. I ’m thinkin’ about the effect on yer business, you bein’ a harness-m aker an’ such. Yer bound to scare some hosses and git folks more or less down on yer. Take old Doc’ Van Leyden. There ain’t  nobody uses up a set o’ harness so fast as he does, but he wouldn’t  come to you if you was dyin’ if you drove an auttermobile. He says he wouldn’t  keep a hoss in his barn th a t w arn’t  scared of autos, be­cause it would be proof positive tha t
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the c ritte r was lackin’ in natural com­mon sense. You got a fine high-steppin’ team, Laban; it would be a pity fu r you to lose trade .”“I ain’t scared o’ no old Dun Van Ley­den!” snorted Laban contemptuously. “He ain’t  my keeper yet awhile, and he’d better attend to his own business and th a t High-jinks son o’ his, down to Bowdoin. And he’ll travel on foot and out of his way to g it to me if he has to, auto or no auto. He’s got to.”“P ’rob’ly,” adm itted Jerry , “But I ’ll bate yer he’d be slower than Probate, so you’d run a chance o’ dyin’ while he was on the way! He’s mighty sot about some things, Doc is.”“Young Lee’ll sot him up, one o’ these days!” countered Laban. “They ain’t  no nourishm ent in backin’ up in the britchen against the times. Why, I kin remember hearin’ my old grand-daddy contend th a t it was real sinful to drive fas t hosses! I t  seemed th a t God-Al- • m ighty in them days was dead set again’ any speed faste r than  a walk. Times change.”Je rry  nodded. “W hat’s today’s dam­nation is ap t to be tom orrer’s salvation —I’ve noticed that. Wal, if thev’s any fun layin’ around loose an’ to be had, I ’spose we m ight as well got out and g it it. We ain’t  so young as we was ten years ago.”Laban Pence’s faded eyes focused on the fram ed lithographs th a t lined the dim walls of the harnessroom where Maude S., Goldsmith Maid, Electioneer, and the vicious Stamboul raced blazing­eyed and extended, in abbreviated h a r­ness and slim, high-wheeled sulkies.“I don’t  w ant to miss nothin’; because they’s a lot o’ wonderful things goin’ to happen in this world, th a t I won’t  never see or know nothin’ about. W hat kind of an auto do you think I ought to con­sider, anyhow ?”
“Hum!” cogitated Je rry  thoughtfully. “Why, I should say one of them this year’s model F. Cadillacs would be about your size. Purty  little touring-car, or you could g it a runabout to begin with. She ain’t  got speed nor fancy kneeaction, but she’s the best all-round fam ily rig  I know about, so fur. A single-cylinder motor is purty  sure to s ta r t.”“One o’ them Cad-ill-ucks is kind o’ tam e,” complained Laban. “I kind of hit on a two cylinder one—a Reo. I like a car th a t’s a leetle mite spry.”“You sure want yer troubles to come in large doses,” vetoed Jerry . “Why, two cylinders ain’t  practical, to begin with—they’re too much like some teams I ’ve had to m ate up; one of ’em willin’ to do all the work, and t ’other one willin’ it should! An’ they’s two carburetors on th a t blame Reo touring-car. One of ’em is a w arrantee deed to trouble any­way, an’ on th a t Reo you just go ahead and multiply your troubles by two. Take it from me, Labe, an ’ I got my news from a agent th a t knows. That Reo is a flashy perform er when she goes, and she can g it uphill like a cyclone. But she don’t perform well very often, w ith­out a pair of mechanics to keep her in trim ; an’ she don’t  am ount to a tinker’s dam n!”“Why, Jerry , how you ta lk !” a con­flict of emotions registered on the h a r­ness-m aker’s countenance. “Your car is one of them Reos, an’ she mostly goes real good.”
“Yeh—a single-cylinder runabout; and I ju st been tellin’ you tha t a single­cylinder engine is the only real reliable motor they is to date—and she ain’t none too good!” Jerry  warmed to his
subject. “Take a four-cylinder, now; there’s a little  sense in th a t combina­tion, though I ’ll bate yer th a t they ain’t much past the experimental stage yet awhile. Take th a t Packard model N. th a t belongs to Dr. Grantham. Man! there’s a car. He took me out a little piece with her, an ’ I never went so fas t in my life. He claimed we was h ittin ’ all o’ fo rty  miles an hour, but I think he was lyin’, fo r ’ta in t likely they’s a road car built th a t can cover the ground th a t fast. But we sure was goin’ some!”“Wal, I don’t  doubt it a m ight,” an ­nounced Laban surprisingly. “I kinder took to a Packard myself—a model L. last year’s one, only drove about six hun­dred miles. O’ course, she was chain driven, an’ rear entrance ton-ne-you, but she’s a m ighty p ru ty  buggy all the same. One o’ them big laundry men in P o rt­land owns her, an’ now he’s got an N. But I figgered she would be quite a hand­ful fu r a beginner like me, and two thousand dollars was a lot o’ cash money to lay out ju st fu r a plaything, you m ight say, second-hand. But I had a ride in her anyhow, and I ain’t  got over it yet.”Je rry  stared, disbelieving the te s ti­mony of his own ears. “I swan, if you ain’t  been h ittin ’ the high spots an’ not sayin’ a word to nobody! If I had a known it I ’d come along too.”
Suddenly Laban braced himself, de­ciding to confess the best—or worst. “Wal, Jerry , I m ight as well tell yer, for they’ll have it all over town by tom orrer night, for the agent is goin’ to drive the machine out to Kendalport tomorrow. I ’ve bought me a car an ’ I guess I got a good trade.”
Je rry  was instantly  alert. “W hat breed did you g i t? ” he demanded. “A Reo, same as yours—only she’s a double­cylinder touring-car. She’d been used for dem onstratin’ a leetle, th a t’s all, an’ 
they told me she was a lot better than new, bein’ well broke in and all. She shines just like a barn door on a frosty  morning, and they shaded the price con­siderable, too. Only eleven hundred dollars, and she runs slick as a ca t’s tail. I though I m ight go lots fu rther and do worse.”
“Wal, I doubt it like hell!” announced Je rry  frankly. “Laban Pence, if you had  to make a plum fool o’ yourself, why didn’t  you come to me so I could see th a t you didn’t  make any bigger fool of yourself than you was obliged to. I know just w hat you got, an’ you don’t  have to tell me another word. You been to Portland and let th a t Amos Allison un­load th a t junk dem onstrater onto you an’ you ought to turn  around and set the law on him—he’s been try ing  to git rid of it ever since last spring. Wal, a 
trade is a trade, I ’spose, but if you take my advice you’ll stick an ad in the paper and hang th a t junkheap onto some other sucker as quick as God-Almighty will let you. Remember, you’ll be savin’ your good money if you don’t  g it more than fifty dollars. Why, if the Reo people knew th a t junk was on the m ar­ket they’d buy it  in themselves to keep it from disgracin’ the fac t’ry. But, if it does any good to wish a man luck when you know  he a in ’t  goin’ to g it it, I wish you all the good luck in the world.”
Je rry  Reynolds’ pessim istic predic­tions concerning his crony’s purchase were speedily fulfilled—and more. In the parlance of the day the little  tou r­ing-car was a “lemon” of the first w ater, but Laban clung to his bad bargain and made the best of it. You expected
Jerry Reynolds
trouble w ith an auto anyway—th a t was p a rt of the fun of being a m otorist. A fresh  coat of paint and a new set of tires blinded old Laban’s inexperienced eyes to the fac t th a t the Reo had been driven to death as a dem onstrating-car, and was kept alive and going only by constant and expert tinkering. Being worn out already, the machine had scan­ty  opportunity indeed for satisfactory perform ance in th a t remote era when the reliability of a brand-new car was ap t to be an uncertain quandry.Old Laban drove well, but he assim i­lated mechanical knowledge slowly, if a t all. Being void of affection or ta len t for engines, his car became the pa ra ­mount disappointm ent of his uneventful life. Lacking Je rry  Reynolds’ flair for mechanics, a motor car whose reliability ran  short of absolute perfection was doomed to be a white elephant on his hands. A born horse lover, a fte r the novelty had worn away, he found it d if­ficult to stim ulate genuine interest or de­sire towards a soulless machine. Late afternoons and Sundays were a horror of roadsidd m isadventure; the Reo be­came the s ta r boarder in Royal Bollin­ger’s garage, a t appalling expense. La­ban soon detested his car heartily  and was homesick for his carefree drives with his fine horses; but human perver­sity and human vanity would not allow him to surrender the doubtful joys of motoring.Most of Laban’s spare time was spent in “m otoring” somewhere, but he never motored very far. In those days a “trade in” proposition was practically unknown, so the harness-m aker had little  tem ptation to throw more good money a fte r bad. You took your automobile for better or fo r worse. If the strain  became too great, you advertised it for sale, or possibly an agent would dispose of it for you, if he could.W ith a hurry-up errand a t Kenne- bunkport looming imminent, and his wife Salome out driving with the chest­nut pair, Uncle Laban decided to take a chance and make the run in his car. By g rea t good luck and the grace* of God, he would make the trip  in a couple of hours—a bad bit of miscalculation on his part, as he was presently to learn.Caparisoned in leather cap, goggles and a voluminous canvas coat known as a “duster,” he entered the carriage- house where his car was stabled during its brief absences from Royal Bollin­ger’s deadfall. On the fourteenth ap­plication of the crank the motor went
(Continued on Page 28)
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Club Life in Augusta,
the Capitol City
by Marjorie H. Walker
AUGUSTA is a city of a little more than 17,000 population and we suppose in th a t number there are men and women who have no club affiliation, but if there is such a person he should be marked well as being abundantly en­dowed with sales resistance, will power, obstinacy, or whatever it is tha t has kept him outside the magic circles. There are in the neighborhood of 200 clubs in Augusta. We say in the neigh­borhood, because between the time of w riting this and when it comes out on the printed page, there is no telling how many clubs may have been or­ganized. Let three people meet together the second time and they decide to form themselves into a club and immediately set about a membership drive. Augusta people are the best (or w orst) joiners in the country.There are clubs for about every known purpose. We have no bootleggers’ clubs on our list, but tha t doesn’t  mean tha t they haven’t one. They probably have, with duly elected officers, initiation fees, and yearly dues.Of course, there are many clubs of a special and unusual nature which are the purposes of clubs elsewhere but which have not as yet a representative organization in Augusta. Of course, these 200 or so clubs are not all flourish­ing, working ones; many of them are merely friendly neighborhood gather­ings. But often these friendly gather­ings develop into worth-while clubs for study, charity  work, or community wel­fare.There are, strictly  speaking, four ser­vice clubs—of the kind th a t “meet and eat.” But a g rea t many of the others are service clubs in fact and principal. To sift the m atter down, you will find tha t nearly every organization is a “ser­vice club,” for service of some kind is rendered by most of them. B ut the range of interests represented by these organizations! From the Chamber of Commerce to the neighborhood sewing club; the farm  bureau to the country club; the whist clubs to the charitable associations; gun clubs to study clubs.An attractive array  of clubs is of­fered the newcomer to Augusta, a ttrac ­tive and interesting. We cannot name all of them, but let us picture the gen­eral ensemble.Each church in A ugusta has its full quota of groups operating under various names such as circles, alliances, guilds, leagues, etc. The w riter has come in contact with practically every one of them, and has yet to find one tha t isn’t happy and prospering. Nearly every lodge has its auxiliaries, aids, and money earning clubs. (And let us say here tha t A ugusta is blessed with fine churches and excellent lodges, represent-
A bove— Clubhouse, A u gu sta  C ountry  Club
Below— On the L inks
ing the leading organizations of this kind in the country.)Then there are the Parent-Teachers’ Associations, six finer organizations cannot be found. Also M others’ Clubs of the kindergartens. And if the reader is under the impression tha t a M others’ Club is ju st a group of mothers dis­cussing child diet he should have a t­tended the ambitious program on Maine, with its moving pictures of historical
places and wild life of the state, the ex­hibits representing the industries and products of the sta te  th a t was given re ­cently by the Smith K indergarten Moth­ers’ Club a t the annual F a thers’ Night. Diets and child welfare are not lost sight of, as witness the fac t th a t this club has' furnished milk for the kindergarten children daily for nine years.If a woman is politically inclined, there is the League of Women Voters. This organization is one of the strong­est in the sta te  and closely allied with the National unit. It is strictly  non­partisan  and exists not for the ambitious office seeker, but for the rank and file of women who desire to learn the how’s and why’s and w herefore’s of govern­ment.For those who are literary  minded, there are clubs for study, current events, drama, reading and research.For those who are artistically  in­clined Augusta offers much in the way of china painting, decorative work, m et­al and leather craft, each with its  own organization.Musically, Augusta has long been iden­tified by a music club of outstanding achievement, the Cecilia Club, one of the oldest in the city. In addition to this big musical organization there are many sm aller ones for various ages, tastes and instrum ents. Augusta is one of the four Maine cities th a t have en­tered the national “hook-up” of commu­nity concert associations the members of which may attend concerts of other Community Associations anywhere in
Mansur Studio
A u gu sta  G irls’ Com m unity Club House
F o r  April, Nineteen Hundred Thirty-one
The C apito l
the United States. The other cities in Maine are Bangor, Lewiston and P o rt­
land.I t  would be quite amiss not to give special mention to the A ugusta N ature Club which has done so much for road­side beautification. Among its activities is the annual contest held among the school children for destroying the nests of the ten t caterpillars, gypsy, and brown tail moths. To the boy and girl who bring in the most a prize of money is given. W inter bird feeding stations have also been sponsored by this club.Along the same lines of caring for the birds may be mentioned the work of the A ugusta Humane Society. The members of this Society are animal lov­ing people who care for stray  and lost pets; see th a t domestic animals are well cared for and well treated  and do a g reat deal of humane work.Sports are not overlooked among Au­gusta’s club-minded citizens. Leading all is the A ugusta Country Club with its 18-hole golf course, fine tennis courts, and charm ing club house. Other organ­izations offer sport to those who favor shooting, archery, canoeing, and motor boat racing.Many of A ugusta’s clubs are solely for women, although several have a mixed membership. But there are sev­eral strictly  men’s clubs. There are the three service clubs, Rotary, Kiwanis and
Lion’s; each church has its own Men’s Club (and these are m ighty fine clubs with some excellent program s for both service and entertainm ent). Then there is the Calumet which form erly m eant “a smoker’s get-together,” but because its membership is made up of w orth­while men it has developed into a work­ing club and takes its place side by side with the service clubs.
Zonta is A ugusta’s only woman’s ser­vice club, although as was mentioned in the beginning, many of the other clubs ought to be called “service” clubs. Au­gusta has a fine Business and Profes­sional Women’s Club. The Augusta Girls’ Community Club with its own club house on Crosby Street is a  fine insti­tution. And along these same lines is the Woman’s Division of the Y. M. C. A. Classes in domestic science, mental and physical hygiene, sports and a r t  work in­terest several hundred women and girls of the city.
Of patriotic organizations, Augusta has many. Koussinoc Chapter, D. A. R., is outstanding in sta te  D. A. R. circles. Allied bodies of the G. A. R. 
are active and descendants of these 
grand old men find happiness in per­
petuating the ir memory.
Among the very voung people there 
are many clubs identified with the high 
school activities. Some of the Cony
High organizations have met sta te  wide recognition.
In speaking of service  clubs, probably the most real service during the past year has been done by the charitable associations in the city. The E ast Side and West Side Associations composed of the so-called middle class and the so­cially elite women of the city; the How-
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Stop Where The Needle Points
At HOTEL NORTH
In the center of the Business Section Bamquets and large parties accommodated 
You’ll Like the North 
ROLAND G. LYNN, Prop. AUGUSTA, MAINE
Photo by F. L. Campbell
The Jam es G. B laine H om estead, A u g u staard Benevolent and various others have done valiant service in relieving distress among the sick and poor.Of course, with so many clubs in a small city there m ust be many duplica­tions. Many people belong to the sev­eral groups. I t is ra ther distressing for there are only six days a week for club meetings and some m ust overlap others. We have in mind two women who a t various times were secretaries in sev­eral organizations simultaneously. We recall hearing one of them read the min­utes. of a meeting of one club in a m eet­ing of another club. Though most of the clubs enjoy a large active mem­bership, some must suffer, but still they keep organizing and ra th er enjoy a small exclusive membership.
In fact, we know of four women who have formed a club, membership limited to four. This club meets regularly, transacts business relative to its pur­pose, has a program  and once a year has its “annual banquet” and annual “outing.”
The Growth of Maine's 
Granite Industry
(Continued fro m  P age 5)
Among the quarries on this island, some work gray  g ran ite ; but the H all’s Q uarry produces pink—“pink as th a t of
ancient Siens (modern A ssocean) in Upper Egypt, from which the obelisks were made.”
I t  is the only place in the United States where this is available.
Among many places of note where gran ite  from  this mine has been used in construction are, “St. John’s the Divine” in New York City, and the New York Public Library.
V isitin g  the Q uarry
I t  would be interesting, as well as startling , if each of us could visit a busy Maine quarry  in the heart of a famous district. One motors as near as possible to the top of the hill and stands on the brink of one of those rocky abysses, 100 feet across and over 200 feet deep. The walls rise in ledges, separated by almost imperceptible na tu ra l seams. F a r  below us, men are  driving rows of small holes, using compressed-air drills.
The rock has a g rain  ju s t as wood has. You and I wouldn’t be able to detect it. But the quarry  workers find this grain , and drive holes along the natura l rifts. Then they put in a charge of dynamite, explode it, and off comes a block, the general size and shape they 
want.
From  where I stand a t  the edge of the quarry, a long wooden stairw ay begins its  descent into the pit. “Jacob’s Ladder” they call it; and as I peer down, over the iron rail, I can see it going on and on—a dizzying succession of hun­dreds of steps used in getting from level to level.
A g rea t block is being drilled down there by a row of vertical holes. I t  will weigh about fifteen tons. When it is blasted i t  fa ils down into the pit. To hoist it  out they will put a chain around one end of it, only one end, and the huge derrick a t  the bottom of the p it slowly swings its g rea t arm  upward, higher and higher, then slowly across the abyss until i t  is on solid ground, and puts it onto a flat car.
If  you could see it, coming through the air, hanging apparently  s tra igh t down from the chain, you would think it would slip out a t  any moment. But the workmen know ju s t how to ad just the chain a t an angle so th a t the weight of the block itself holds it in place. While you would be holding your breath, ex­pecting i t  to fall, they will walk un­concernedly beneath it. There are thrills
(Continued on Page 26)
OPPOSITE AUGUSTA HOUSE,
The
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With a delightful menu 
of everything to eat from 
light lunches to Lobster 
Dinners
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AUGUSTA, MAINE
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Augusta’s leading department store, showing at all times 
quality wearing apparel, accessories, and dry goods.
A men’s haberdashery shop carrying in stock complete lines 
of shirts, hosiery, pajamas, sweaters, neckwear and accessories.
Mail orders carefully filled, write or phone Dorothy Blake, 
personal shopper. Tel. Augusta 668.
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Payson Smith, Massachusetts
Commissioner of Education
A  Maine Man
by Helen Searles Marsh
FROM an educational standpoint, a t least, Maine has never ceased to reg re t the loss of Payson Smith, who left the State several years ago to assume the responsibilities of Commissioner of Education of Mass­achusetts. Keen interest has followed from his native State the man who has established himself so completely as an educator of national fame. Maine is proud of the fact th a t Payson Smith grew up in the public schools and col­leges of the State and later became an instructor and director of all educational departm ents of the State.
As a Portland boy, Payson Smith a t­tended the schools of the city, and later, Westbrook Seminary. He received from Bates College the degree, Litt.D.; from Bowdoin College, Litt.D.; from  U niver­sity of Maine, LL.D.; from Tufts Col­lege, A.M.; from Norwich University, LL.D., and from Rhode Island College of Education, Ed.D.
His first teaching experience was in Westbrook Seminary as instructor of Latin and Greek. He was principal of the high school a t Canton, Maine, and superintendent of schools of th a t town for approxim ately two years. He m ar­ried Miss Carrie Swasey of Canton, daughter of Congressman John P. Swasey, well known representative in the second district.
For three years, Mr. Smith was super­intendent of schools of Rumford and Mexico, Maine, one of the first union supervisory districts to be organized in 
the State.
He was superintendent of schools in Auburn for three years. In 1905, he be­came State Superintendent of Schools and continued in th a t office for eleven years. As State Superintendent of the schools of Maine, Mr. Smith was espe­cially interested in the establishm ent of pensions for teachers, higher standards for ru ra l schools, the establishm ent of the system of certification of teachers, the fu rther development of standards of teacher training, and the establishm ent of improved facilities for training of 
ru ra l teachers.
He organized the first State confer­ence of superintendents of schools in this country, still continuing its annual sessions a t Castine. He was interested in the establishm ent of an equalization fund for the special assistance of the sm aller and poorer towns, this principle la ter expanding in Maine and adopted somewhat widely by the other sta tes; also the development of industrial edu­cation with special reference to agricul­ture, home economics and manual training. In this connection, a special departm ent of home economics was es­tablished a t the Farm ington State Nor­mal School, and a special departm ent of
manual tra in ing  a t the Gorham Normal School. Maine has reason to appreciate the efforts of Mr. Smith in the bette r­ment of the schools, and his success in M assachusetts since 1916 has been an honor to the home state. Mr. Smith became Commissioner of Education of the State of M assachusetts following Dr. David Snedden.
“This office is the lineal descendant of th a t of the Secretary of the Massachu­setts Board of Education which was first held by Horace Mann,” Mr. Smith ex­plained. “In the M assachusetts State D epartm ent of Education are seven m ajor divisions, in one of which are nine State Normal Schools and the M assachu­setts School of A rt. Besides these are five other institutions also within the scope of the D epartm ent of Education. The D epartm ent embraces all the usual supervisory work entrusted to such de­partm ents throughout the country. In it are certain  activities of an especially interesting nature. The University E x­tension Division, giving instruction an­nually to approxim ately 35,000 adults, is the only activity of its kind conducted directly under the auspices of a State departm ent of education.
“A Division of Im m igration and Amer­icanization, which is unusual among American states, acts as first friend to the im m igrant, and, in Boston and other centers of the state, helps to ad just the new citizen to his industrial and civic relationships.
“A Division of the Blind directs or superintends activities of aid and em­ployment for blind persons. It has sev­eral workshops, provides home industries for many unable to work in shops, and employs seven teachers to go to the homes for the purpose of giving instruc­tion to blind persons.
“A Rehabilitation Section seeks to re­store to economic independence those who are injured or incapacitated through industrial accident or by disease or con­genital defects. A considerable number of persons have been given a new out­look on life by having it made possible to assume once more, in whole or in part, the ir self-support.
“In the D epartm ent is the Massachu­setts Nautical School which is an un­usual educational institution maintained practically on the high seas. This school trains boys for service in the M erchant Marine and is one of four institutions in the country.”
Mr. Smith was a member of a com­mission which surveyed the schools of New York City. He has been a member of various commissions appointed by the D epartm ent of Superintendence of the National Education Association for the study of national problems of edu­cation and served in 1924 as President of this departm ent.
Although the life of a notable edu­cator is filled with lectures, conferences and many problems, Mr. Smith is a “regular fellow,” as a representative a t the State House in Boston said. He en­joys the everyday pleasures, life in the open, the companionship of old time friends and is clever a t repartee.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and their son, Nor­man, have a summer home a t Ryefield Cove, Peaks Island, where they spend as much tim e as possible.
Payson Smith
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Edited by Ernest W. Robinson
Note: This poetry section is primarily designed to encourage Maine poets. Contributions are welcome. Poets living outside the state must sub­mit manuscripts having Maine subject matter in order to have them considered for publication. Maine poets may write on any subject. Our rates are small but personal attention is given each poem and payment is made soon after publican tion. Address all manuscripts to Ernest Webster Robinson, Poetry Editor of Su n -U p , 22 Monument Square, Portland, Maine.
* * * * *
April showers bring budding poets as well as flowers. H ere’s a poem to April!
WHEN APRIL COMES
A m y Belle A dam s  
(Orono)
Strange are my longings th a t you too may know;And strange the breeze tha t memory 
doth blow.Attune your ears again to muted strings To hear the quickening of those sweet springsIn unborn buds, th a t wait by snowy trackIn ghosts of d rifts tha t never will come back.
’Tis dusk! We are but mouldy leaves and sudden pools,And we are tram ping—elfish, springsick 
fools.
Oh, the keen breath of questing April breeze!Its lift of skies! The comradeship of trees!I wander once again, to dream and sigh As poignantly we did in springs gone by. But youthful fancy now is cold, and years are old,But still I find my heart both young and trueTo magic. Misty days and wandering waysAre w istful—singing April wind and you.
* * * * *
And here is a painting of April! 
POPLARS IN APRIL
M eta  H arrin gton  
(B ath)
Fine tracery  against the April sky,The outline growing day by day more bold,As fluffy reddish tassels are unrolled, Like ragged pennons fluttering on high.
The sun-splashed branches swaying with the breezeCourtesy in rhythm  to its passing whim; And, swinging on a pliant upper limb, A redbreast floods the a ir with melodies.
And the fourth season shall be SPRING! So saith the poet below.
AS THE SW IFT SEASONS ROLL
P arke Grindel 
(Bath)
Summer is like a woman’s beauty a t its best,The days are long and nights are warm and deep;It seems tha t then all life has reached its crestFor soon it m ust resume its silent sleep. Then autum n burns like fire along the trails,And birds once more s ta r t on their southern flight;The earth  is like a bride in flaming veils—The nights grow sharp—the moon is keen and white . . . .Thus like a child each Spring is born; Like youth it turns—grows old—then dies away;Yet somehow life keeps going on,Adding to Time’s phenomena from day to day . . .And, as Spring comes back to live again we too shall seeAnother life, for Death, is not finality.* * * * *
My sym pathy to those who have missed the m ysteries of mist.
EVENING MIST
John D. A yer  
(Biddeford)
The evening mist,Tiptoeing softly as a mother,Creeps silently to the sleeping city— Stands hesitant for a moment—And then with loving glance Bends down and wraps it close;Kisses it most tenderly Good-night.
* * * * *
Mad thoughts often come with lone­liness—
TO A SAILOR’S W IFE
Jennie Ross 
(Camden)
At home you sit, and sigh, and weep,And think of him whose name is on your lips;While he, like all the rovers of the sea,Is seeking bold adventure in his ships.
And you are jealous of the amourous waves,The waves tha t would embrace him in his sleep;And of the singing; mermaid rising oft To lure him with her magic to the deep.
Breathe deeply! Can’t you smell wood- smoke? I t’s a clean smell; a magic smell; scent for the gods!
A MAINE CAMP
S ta n ley  Foss B a r tle tt  
(Lewiston)
There is a hut strong-walled of mountain logs,And builded on grey stones th a t once were sta rs;A hut with sunrise windows wide and tall.Fram ing a view of wind-lashed black- spruce spars.
There is an open fire of pitch-pine knots On hearth  of pebbles polished by a stream ;There is a couch of cedar where by night I’ve heard the rain. Oh, w hat a place to dream!
* * * * *
Cruelty has not yet been sifted from the souls of men. There are still those who enjoy the sufferings of others.
IN D IFFEREN CE
M argu erite  M acA lm an  
(Rockland)
Pale sun-light with thin fingers Has groped across the room,And etched my bowl of tulips A gainst the April gloom.
Limp tulips, saffron, mauve and rose, Plucked by your careless hand And offered me with studied pose;Do you not understand
You’ve bruised them with indifference?I often wonder why You so delight in hurting  things And leaving them to die.
* * * * *
The poem below was w ritten by a young girl. I t speaks a message 'and sings a song th a t reaches a s tra ta  of reality.
QUE FA IRE?
Glenda G ay Garcelon  
(Lovell)
I throw these words upon the page— For these I do not care—But those tha t I would pen to you Fill me with dull despair.
For how can words express one’s love?I know no poorer way;Yet they’re the only means I have To tell w hat I can’t  say.
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La
by Helen Mart Springer
A  Two-Part Story-Tart I
SLOWLY, heavily, dragging his w eari­ness up the beach, Abel Cruikshank’s consciousness awoke to the sound of a human voice.“Any lobsters today ? Listening to your talk  last night of traps I got tohankering .......  Thought I ’d run over for
a couple.”Tonelessly Abel replied, “I haven’t 
any.”“W hat’s the m atter?  Nothing in the 
trap  ?”“Nothin’. They was all cut loose last 
n ight.” t“You don’t  say! Work of the s to rm ?” 
“Don’t  know.”“Must have been.” Then, as if to term inate the interview, the man th rust a hand into his pocket. “Thirty-five looks p re tty  good to you now, I guess, 
for the old chair.”Abel started, looking up. The sun, breaking its dingy cover of clouds, shone there with horrid gleam on new green bills. Vividly unbidden scenes made constant passing through Abel’s tired mind. Young Maggie’s fireside in w arm th and coziness; the adoration of grandchildren. Then, as if to th ru st him bodily into the outstretched hand tha t held the crispy bills, there came in wretched clearness the realized wicked­ness of the w inter ahead. A w inter now in its infancy, yet predicting already a cruel power with this greedy pillaging 
of Abel’s traps.“Come—come—take the money—I must be on my way.”A shudder passed through Abel; his old eyes met the s tranger’s. “I won’t  
sell it.”“Won’t?  Why only las t n ight you told me th a t it was your traps would keep you going this winter. If you don’t sell the chair, old man, how are you going to keep your head above w a te r? ”And Abel answered him, “T hat chair.... why, th a t’s Maggie to me ....that’s 
Maggie....”Abruptly, the man turned on his heel, m uttering  words the old man did not heed. Soon the whir of a motor fa r up the road was the only indication th a t he had ever been there.Abel knew now tha t the trip  to young M aggie’s was a faint, indefinite thing. How short a time ago it had been next to reality . Then, a  postponement till spring. And now? Well, his credit was good. Into debt again he would go. He would get Ben to bring m aterials for new traps from Portland. He would build his hopes anew.So it came about th a t the setting sun found old Abel Cruikshank returning down his lonely grass grown road, after leaving an order with Ben to be filled in Portland the next morning. Then in weariness he ate his supper, and straightw ay went to bed.Sometime—it m ust have been around midnight—Abel was aroused by some
Review of Part 1
Abel Cruikshank’s wife had died 
but the memory o f  her still lived in 
her ladderback chair with which he 
refused to part even when the price 
he could get for it meant the health 
o f his grandchild and almost his own  
daily bread. A  stranger who has 
called on Abel several times seeking 
to buy the antique pipce o f furniture 
meets with no success but his threaten­
ing persistence terrifies the old man. 
When he finds that the lobster traps 
upon which he depends for a living 
have been cut loose, he loses heart 
and returns to his cottage with no 
prospects o f  an income to keep his 
home warm for the winter or to pro­
vide himself' with food. The story 
continues.
sound in the other room which had pene­tra ted  his sleeping consciousness. Angry gusts of wind pulled strongly at the old house; shutters moved, and tim bers creaked. But this particular sound was ap art from the veiled activities of the n ight itself.Rising from his bed Abel lighted the lamp, and went into the other room. He found no living thing. But here was sand—wet—tracked; then the lamp swerved suddenly in Abel’s grasp, for the chair— M aggie’s ladderback—had been moved from its corner to a position close to the outer door, and across its topmost sla t was a sm ear—dark, moist, sandy.Abel made a fire, and through the night he remained beside it, crouched in the beloved ladderback. He tried there never to hear the sounds—the meanful, deep n ight sounds, th a t moved with new significance without. He knew now tha t his treasure was in actual danger. Heretofore he had vaguely sensed it. Now, with the tru th  before him, he be­came as one inhaling helplessly the dead anesthetic preceding a major operation, wherein the outcome is evenly balanced between life and death. If he lost the chair—if it were cut away from him— he could not bring himself to picture life ahead.
And so all the dull, g ray  morning, and well into the afternoon, he sa t in M aggie’s ladderback, a watchful, weary little figure. But no one came, and hunger finally drove him from his seat. He fixed a m eagre snack. A fter eating he fe lt somewhat more secure, yet, rea ­soning through a strange long a f te r­noon, he found himself possessed with the one idea of companionship for the night. To wake again another day—and not see the ladderback! He got up hastily and started  for the Inn. There
was disappointm ent there. Ben’s oldest boy told of a phone call saying his fa ther would be late from Portland.Abel crept down the steps. Why need this strangely sickening fear stay with him ? He, an erstwhile battler of the open sea, of g iant waves, and demon winds ? Ah yes, but now he was old.... old. He pushed open the door of his home; a door knowing no lock these many years. He groped then for the lamp, and found it. Its mellow light caressed the spot where M aggie’s chair had been. Swiftly, terribly, the lamp met the table; its glass chimney tottered, while the flames quivered rapidly as if in trem bling fear. The ladderback was gone!
The little room had never known so strange a cry as came from Abel’s lips. To tha t corner he went and moved about, seeing w hat was not there. His hands stretched out to where the old chair arm s had been, then down across, feeling in memory the worn and polished seat. He straightened; then frenzy came upon him. Madly he crashed through silent rooms; his wild eyes searched dark cor­ners. Finally, he pulled open the outer door and as the lamp sputtered pro- testingly behind, he entered the darkness before him. *
Where to go ? I t  could not m atter much, fo r such a p a rt of him was gone. How frequently of late his age had faced him, but never as tonight it sapped the very dregs of strength.Along the dim beach road Abel tottered, with hands so helpless in their emptiness. He was almost beneath the G uthrie’s high cliff cottage before he sensed the two eyes of light which had stared upon his low bowed head, even from his very door. From  two little  windows, either side of a beach stone chimney, came those two narrow  gleam ­ing points. The other windows of the cottage wore heavy boarded shutters. The Colonel had never seen fit to cover the little windows in his absence—so small they were and inaccessible. As Abel watched the light went out. But the old man fe lt a keen desire to talk  with Colonel Guthrie, evidently returned for his valued treasures, so, slowly, he mounted the steps.
The fron t door was open wide, but the entire house was dark and still. Won- deringly, he raised a hand to knock, but suddenly, from out the surrounding blackness, something made swift, soft, approach! Abel’s small body was lifted, whirled over the threshold and across the hall. He was deposited in the living room of the silent Guthrie cottage. Now the curiously terrify ing  sounds of a key tu rn ing  the place into a prison. Then the queer, squeaking of Abel’s th roa t as he sought to cry aloud. Away down the hall he heard sounds; something heavy was being moved. Of w hat avail 
(C ontinued on P age 27)
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M aine^s Second Boat
and Sports Show
MA IN E’S second annual Boat and Sports show a t which exhibitions for the fisherman, hunter, tra p ­
per, yachtsman, m o t o r i s t ,  
camper, dog and bird lover and va­
cationists will be shown in gala a rray  
is to be held in the Exposition Building 
a t Portland during the week of April 6 
to 11. There is to be nothing slighted in 
the way of outdoor activity. Since Maine 
has such a vast abundance of sporting 
and recreational facilities, the show, 
which is hoped will continue to be an 
annual affair, comes at a time when the 
season for enjoyment of outdoor sport is 
beginning to open. Early spring fishing 
is in the a ir with the ice clearing out of 
most of the ponds and lakes, and the 
trout stream s waiting for the annual 
trek  of the lover of real sport.
To the atmosphere of the 1931 exposi­
tion, with its exhibits of boats of every
An Exhibition fo r the 
Fisherm an, H unter, Yachtsman, 
T rapper, Camper, Motorist, 
Dog and Bird Lovers, 
Students of N ature, 
V acationists
A Show for Everybody
ONE W EEK
APRIL 6th to APRIL 11th
INCLUSIVE
EXPOSITION BUILDING 
PORTLAND, MAINE
type and description, sporting equipment 
to satisfy  every known desire of the 
sportsman, a comprehensive display of 
engines ship chandlery, and their allied 
lines, the Committee has this year added 
a pool 70 feet long and 30 feet wide for 
exhibition and competition events in fly
and bait casting, as well as the lighter 
boat sports. To the pool it is hoped to 
bring a number of Maine’s outstanding 
anglers, and to arrange competitive 
events among members of Maine’s vari­
ous fish and game associations. Maine’s 
wild life will be shown in considerable 
abundance—birds of the air, fish of the 
lakes and stream s—and plans have been 
made for showing wild deer and other 
animals of the open and wooded lands of 
the state. Camp and cabin life in the 
woods, at the lake shore, or along the 
coast line will be set amid the exposition, 
intended to cover the complete category 
of sporting and recreational activities. 
Camp and hotel proprietors will relay 
their invitation to their respective fishing 
and vacation centers through individual 
display in booths on the main floor. On
the lower floor of the exposition build­
ing will be the rifle and archery ranges.
Monday and Tuesday of the week have 
been designated as “Dog Days” when 
exhibitions of dogs of every type will be 
held. The showing of the dogs has been 
arranged to take place in five groups, 
two to be judged on Monday and the 
rem aining three groups on Tuesday. The 
committee has arranged in conjunction 
with the dog contests, a sheep herding 
exhibition by one of the leading herders 
of New England and a series of indoor 
whipoet races, the first of their kind ever 
held in the state. Exhibition events of 
saddle horses, by individual owners and 
stables, will also form a p a rt of the pro­
gram . Joining whole-heartedly in the 
undertaking is the State of Maine which 
will have representation among the 
larger exhibits.
W ith such a program , which has been 
designated by those promoting the show 
as, “an event revealing every phase of 
outdoor life,” the second Boat and Sports­
man show has provided for en tertain ­
ment of all sport lovers, and there are
few people who are not, with a g reat 
deal of thought and care. There has 
been nothing in the nature of sport and 
outdoor activity neglected where it has 
been possible to represent it.
Maine’s Second Annual
BOAT and SPORTS
SHOW
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Roberts’ Studio
PORTRAIT PHOTOS
(See our color work)
Frames
Commercial Photos 
Amateur Service
For Appointments Tel. F. 2690
Under New M anagement 
L. P. Booth R. C. Clapp
115 High St., Portland, Me. $
THE JOHN LUCAS 
TREE EXPERT CO.
A 100% Maine Organization 
Employing Maine Men
Earning and Spending Maine 
Money in Maine
Lucas Service Embraces Every 
Phase of Tree Culture
“ T he L ucas W a y  Is the S cientific W a y ”
Tel. Preble 3094
415 Congress Bldg., Portland, Me.
Portland Engraving 
Company
12 Monument Square
Portland, Me.
We do —
Fine Work — .
Give Service —
Uniform Prices
Try us
THE long winter months have dragged their weary way through— the March winds have blown themselves out, and April comes in with the promise of spring— and sunny days. The budding season of the year officially arrives on the 21st of March but the calendar always seems to be a little bit ahead of time and nobody quite believes official weather findings of any sort. When April arrives with Easter just around the corner, however, spring is really here and nature begins to expand and grow. Awakening from her winter bed under soft blankets of snow, she peeps forth in buds and flowers and green grass to see what has happened to the world since she retired in the fall. It is a re­vival— the beginning of another season.It is small wonder that people pattern themselves after so refresh­ing an example. Spring awakens in the hearts of every one a desire to don new clothes as nature her­self is doing, to shake off the cold chills of winter, and partake of the new life which is stretching warm months of pleasant activity into the future. New ideas and old ones under light clean cloaks take shape. Easter opens up the season of human activities in a manner not unlike the significance of spring itself and begins an awaken­ing to a newer beauty— a beauty which has in its root the creation of another year.
Specialists in Every Line j 
of Beauty Culture
We study your type and bob your /ha ir in the way th a t is most becoming1 to you. The appearance of your wave—either Marcel, P e r­manent, or F inger Wave—depends upon how your hair is bobbed.
You will enjoy outdoor sports free from  the annoyance of coif­fu re  worries with a Perm anent Wave done a t  Brooks’. A Method and a Price to su it your Individu­al Desires.
BROOKS’
| BEAUTY SALON j
M aine’s L eading B ea u ty  Salon
2nd Floor Congress Bldg.
Tel. Forest 2762
142 High St., Portland, Me.
OAKHURST
DAIRY
MILK AND CREAM
364 F orest Avenue 
PORTLAND, MAINE
Stanley T. Bennett, Pres. & Mgr. 
Tel., F orest 2041
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Concerning the
Maine Colleges
AN article which appeared in the Maine “Campus” recently deals with the oft-asked question of how well the members of college faculties would fare  if they were compelled to take the examinations which they give to the ir students. The Spectator a t Columbia offered a list of questions which had flunked twenty-five college students miserably to fifty-three faculty members. Only ten of these would take the examination and of these the highest grade made was 55.1 per cent. The highest grade made by a group of students taking the tes t a t the same tim e was 46 per cent. The Spec­ta to r proved its point and started  many college students thinking th a t relief from severe examinations rpight be in sight.
by Robert J .  Starke
and the carnival which closed the sea­son is a still talked of success. The women’s division is now looking forward with g reat anticipation to the develop­ment of intram ural ice Lockey team s with the new equipment which is prom­ised for next year.
W inter sports a t Colby were indeed a success during the season just closed. On any of the numerous clear, brisk days of January  a casual visitor to W aterville would have been surprised to see the large number of college girls bound for P ray hill, some snowshoeing, some on skiis, and others dragging toboggans. Skating this year was the thing to do
A g ift of $10,000 to increase the en­dowment of Bates College was an­nounced in filing for probate, the will of the late Mrs. Elizabeth B. Ham of Lewiston. The fund will go to increase the income and assistance in the educa­tion of worthy young men and women.The will also leaves to Bates a col­lection of pictures, in memory of the husband of the donor, Orland S. Ham, who died in Lewiston in 1928.
Bowdoin has again shown its tend­encies toward a broader outlook by joining the National Student Federation of America. This Federation is made up of more than 800,000 students in the colleges and universities of the United States. There are three main purposes of the Federation. They are:
(1 ) . To achieve a spirit of co-opera­tion among the students of the United States in order to give consideration to questions affecting the students’ in te r­ests.
(2 ) . To develop an intelligent student opinion on questions of national and in­ternational importance.
(3 ) . To foster an understanding among the students of the world in the furtherance of an enduring peace.
In working for these ends the Fed­eration works independently of any po­litical party  or religious creed.
An announcement from the President’s office a t the University of Maine sta tes th a t the Hon. Wallace R. Farrington, for eight years Governor of the T erri­tory of Hawaii, will be the Commence­ment speaker a t the exercises to be held in June. I t is-a m atter of particular in­te rest th a t ex-Governor F arring ton’s trip  will bring him to the scene of his b irth  sixty years ago, and to the fortieth  anniversary of his graduation.
Mr. Farrington is distinctively as well as distinguishingly a son of Maine— the sta te  and the institution. Born in what is now the Mt. Vernon House, May 3, 1871, Farrington was the young­est of a fam ily of six children, all gradu­ates of the Maine State College, as the University was then known.
The Bates medley relay team, through the speed of Russell Chapman, forced a tru ly  great quarte t from the University of Pennsylvania to a new world’s rec­ord of 7:30 2-5 a t the Madison Square Garden in New York a few weeks ago. The form er record, which had stood for eight years was 7 minutes and 35 and 2-5 seconds and was held by Joie Ray, Ray W atson, S. Rose and W. A. Dow- ding.
I t  was learned later tha t Bates tim e for the race was 7:33. Although finish­ing second to Penn, the garnet • quartet also beat the world’s record by 2 2-5 seconds. Although H arvard and New York University were also in the race they never threatened the g reat duel staged by Penn, and Bates.
points, as has been the case heretofore. The required and optional subjects for admission credits rem ain the same.
Beginning this spring, a new system of examinations will be given by the college. If the student prefers, he may take just three examinations in the su b -. jects of English, mathem atics and for­eign language, instead of separate ex­aminations upon algebra, geometry and the like. However, if this method is used, all examinations m ust be passed a t one tirqe.
Another optional method of admis­sion provides th a t the student may take a t one time examinations in the four subjects pursued the last year of the secondary school, provided th a t the ap­plicant has completed the necessary 15 entrance units and tha t the four sub­jects offered meet the approval of the admissions officer. Also, one of the ex­aminations must be English. The ex­amination in each subject will be com­prehensive and will cover any work in tha t particular subject which a student has done previous to as well as during his senior year.
The entrance examinations will be held a t the college this spring May 25, 26 and 27.
The committee on student aid a t Bow­doin College recently announced the award of scholarships in excess of $23,- 000 which were made immediately avail­able to 148 students of the college, or slightly more than one quarter of the entire student body. The average schol­arship for the group is about $160, the exact figure being slightly higher than tha t of a year ago.
In addition to the above awards five State of Maine Scholarships, am ounting to $500 each, have been given to the Maine boys chosen last spring as the result of competitive examinations throughout the state. The five mem­bers of Bowdoin 1934 who won these scholarships are Edward DeLong, Ray­mond Francis Prince, Roger Kimball Taylor, H enry Nelson Tibbetts, Carl Frederick A lbert Weber.
Some changes in the admission re ­quirements of Colby college have been announced by Dean E. C. M arriner. Be­ginning with the class entering Colby in 1932, a minimum of 15 units will be re ­quired fo r admission instead of 14%
At the second college Economics Con­ference under the auspices of the Maine Development Commission, which took place in the Senate chamber of the State House a t Augusta a few weeks ago, students and instructors from Bates, Bowdoin, University of Maine, and Colby were present and participated both in the speaking and discussion of various subjects pertaining to industry in Maine.
Clarence C. Stetson, chairman of the Maine Development Commission, ex­plained the two-fold purpose of the con­ference in an opening address to give the
(Continued on Page 26)
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Pet Department
Edited by Horace Mitchell
MUCH happiness comes from owning pets. A living creature of some sort adds tremendously in making a house or an  a p a rt­ment a real home. No m atter how rich or how poor you may be, there is always some kind of a pet th a t you can own and th a t will always welcome you on your return. Pets do not care if your fortune has been wiped out, if the day has been discouraging. They still like you for yourself alone, even though human acquaintances may look down upon you, and your clothes be worn to rags. And when you are happy over some trium ph, these pets are still the same. They are not merely “fair- w eather friends.”
Those who do not have some species of pet in their homes are missing a vast amount of fun. Of course, there is some work connected with pet ownership, but this is little enough for the retu rn  in pleasure from them. Some of them re ­quire surprisingly little attention, and if those which have the run of the house are properly trained, they will not be obnoxious.
A t the other extreme are those who make too much of their pets, pampering them, babying them, until the natural intelligence of the animal is atrophied and he is nothing but a complete “mess.” I t makes the creature more susceptible to disease, it robs him of his “personal­ity,” and is very likely to resu lt in his death in the near fu ture. Men have grown rich by correcting these faults of silly pet owners. F a t and sickly lap- dogs have been restored to health and pep by no more complicated procedure than reducing the quantity of food given them and making them exercise.
Of course, the country-dweller has a much better place for pets than has the resident in the city, but the list of adaptable creatures is surprisingly long and the righ t pet for the righ t place can be found, if a little thought is given the 
m atter.
To my mind it is a vain affectation to like a beast for no other reason than th a t its particular breed or species happens to be fashionable a t the moment. Dogs are afflicted by this tendency more than any other pet. Ju st now it seems th a t W ire-Haired Fox Terriers are thus favored. Thousands of persons buy this breed, only because they are in tem ­porary favor, and when the style changes these animals will be sold or given away to replace something else th a t lends more distinction by possessing it.
Such reasons for owning a pet are to be regretted. They cloud the eyes of the owner to the real advantages of some other breed of dog and they prevent one from fully appreciating the te rrie r him­
self. A pet is not an article of personal adornment. Leave th a t field to clothes and jewels. Let your pet come to you because he is adapted to your particular circumstances, your home, and your own disposition.
If you desire to make money from your pets, tha t, naturally , is another thing altogether. Then it is im portant tha t you select the kind of pet th a t you can raise and sell most profitably. But for the purposes of real fun, pick your pet yourself, and don’t  be influenced by what Mrs. Jones may have.
It is surprising to notice the amount of money th a t is lavished upon pet dogs and cats. In New York, and perhaps in other cities as well, there are beauty parlors where little dogs can have a manicure, stores where jeweled collars and monogramed blankets can be p u r­chased. $250.00 can easily be spent on the wardrobe for a pup. All of which is perfectly permissible if you wish to do it. Most of us don’t.
In this departm ent I shall tell each month about one kind of pet and how to care for it. We will cover everything from goldfish to horses and the m aterial will be strictly  practical. If you wish to have advice in selecting the particular net th a t is best suited to the size of your home and purse, if you w ant to know how to care for it a t  the least expense, and what to do to cure the more simple ailments, this departm ent is always ready to help you. Ask all the questions you wish, enclosing with each le tter a stamped and addressed envelope for my reply. It \yill aid me m aterially  in giving you prompt answers if you will confine each le tte r to one particular kind of pet. Should you w ant to know something about^ goldfish, tropical fish, cats, and canaries, please make four le tters for these subjects—one le tter with a return  envelope for each kind of pet. Thus I can serve you quicker and better.
Should you like to have an article about any one sort of pet I hope you will let _ me know. The subjects will be varied each month so th a t all of you will be pleased, but if your chief interest is not included in this departm ent within the next few months, I will greatly  appreciate word from you about it.
It had best be stated th a t I am not a veterinary  and cannot attem pt to advise you about the more serious ailments of valuable animals, but I can most 
certainly assist you in so caring for the 
creatures th a t sickness will not be very 
prevalent. Pets tha t have proper a tten ­
tion do not easily become sick. It is 
bette r to build stam ina and hardiness by 
good care than it is to spend ten times 
the am ount of money on medicines and professional services later.
Cleanliness and common sense are two most useful items in the c a re . of any­thing. About many pets there has arisen superstitions th a t have been accepted as facts, thereby the lives of the creatures are made more miserable, the joy of owning them decreased and their lives shortened. Giving coffee to parro ts, picking up a rabbit by its ears, keeping goldfish in a small glass globe, are a  few of these. There are others, but the busi­ness of this departm ent is not to waste tim e in telling you w hat not to do.
We will have all we can do when the correct methods of procedure are de­scribed. “P ets” is a big subject, in­cluding a tremendous number of abso­lutely different creatures with a variety  of needs.
C anaries
You should know something of the numerous breeds of this small bird if you are to be able to select intelligently the one which will most delight you. These birds first came to Europe with cargoes of sugar from the Canary Islands some tim e during the sixteenth century. They were wild-trapped speci­mens of Serinus Canarius, popularly called the Wild Canary. Scientific breed­ing of canaries did not s ta r t  for some years, then off-color birds appeared and in-breeding fixed the characteristics of the “sports.” The industry of raising canaries grew  slowly until it attained the magnitude of present day operations, when a single New York bird im porting house brings over from Germany more than two hundred and fifty thousand singers each year. The peasants in the H artz Mountains have specialized in the propagation of the finest singing canaries, while the English breeders have generally concentrated on shape and color. The highest class specimens from  the continent of Europe undergo a period of schooling in song, directed by an expert “school-m aster” canary, the youngsters are taugh t their trills. The owner keeps close watch of the room so th a t those birds which u tte r  wrong notes or fa lte r will be immediately removed and not perm itted to lead the others astray . “Rollers” are considered by connoisseurs to be the superior songsters.
The Belgian Canary is the result of an extreme care to breed a bird with a much different shape than the others, color and singing ability being pushed to one side. When properly posed this bird stands high on his long legs, with back and tail flat, neck stretched out, and head pointed downward so the beak aims directly a t the floor of the cage. The Frilled Canary is most descriptively named, the plumage being long and curved back upon itself on certain portions of the body.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Bangor^Qateway to Maim ’s
Northwoods and
Recreational Outdoors
SITUATED at the junction of the Penobscot and Kenduskeag rivers, beside the legendary city of Nor- umbega, is the city of Bangor and her sister city, Brewer. Bangor, with a population of 28,701 and Brewer with over 6,000 inhabitants, form the center of industry and trade for the vast te rrito ry  stretching out on all sides. They are the natural gatew ay to the woods of Maine and the entrance to the g reat agricultural fields of Aroostook 
County.In the te rrito ry  which surrounds these centers are numerous other cities and towns which, with agricultural commu­nities, make up a population of more than 250,000. Chief among these are Old Town, famous for its canoes and Indian Island, the reservation of the Penobscot tribe; Orono, where the Uni­versity  of Maine is situated; Millinocket, a mushroom town which sprang out of the forest and now is the home of one of the largest paper mills in the country; Houlton, Caribou, Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield, F o rt Kent, leaders in potato raising. Among the towns which lie along the valleys of the Piscataquis and Penobscot where textile products are m anufactured, wood-working factories are located and vegetable canning done are, Newport, Pittsfield, Dexter, Dover- Foxcroft, Guilford and Milo.The h istory of Bangor dates back to the early visit of Samuel de Champlain, who founded the city of Quebec and named Mount Desert Island. In 1604 Champlain sailed up the Penobscot and discovered only an Indian camp a t the point where th a t river unites with the Kenduskeag. The memoirs of this fa ­mous explorer call attention to “the falls” which today form  the source of Bangor’s w ater supply and have above them the Bangor salmon pool.The first settler in Bangor was Jacob /  Buswell, who built a log hut near the /  present site of St. John’s Catholic / Church in 1769. In 1776 there were about L 75 people, adults and children, residing around the first settlem ent near w hat is now Mount Hope cemetery. A t the con­clusion of the Revolutionary W ar the  ^ first pastor, Reverend Seth Noble of ' Westfield, Mass., arrived w ith an influx of new settlers. Pastor Noble was in­is strum ental in incorporating the settle­m ent a t  the general court of Massachu­setts, of which Maine was then a part. I t  was the original intention of the founders to name the town “Sunbury,” but on his long trip  to Boston the clergy­man had been singing his favorite hymn “Bangor” and when he petitioned the court he asked th a t the town be given th a t name, instead of the one form erly decided upon.During the W ar of 1812 the British occupied Bangor and impeded progress there until 1830, when new incentive was added by the creation of Maine as a sep­
ara te  state. The first bridge between Bangor and Brewer was built in 1822 and the fa mous m ilitary road., stretching- to JJoultorf on the nort'h, was constructed in The "years 1828-30. Bangor was incor­porated as a city in 1834 with Allan Gilman as its first mayor. I t  became an important center for shjp yards and saw m il^b ec au se  of tne tim ber tands~w1ncR surrouncred it, and grew"rapidly until In (1870 it was known as one of the fore- rmost lumber m arkets of the world.\ The position of Bangor, in easy access of woodland and open field, makes it a center fo r both summer and w inter sports. The city boasts a municipal swimming pool on the banks of the Ken­duskeag, a municipal skating rink, and a toboggan slide. There is ample oppor­tunity  for enjoyment of snow shoeing and skiing. For the summer months, canoeing, swimming and fishing are to be had within easy reach. A t its very doorway is the famous salmon pool through which the Penobscot river salmon pass each spring on their way to the spawning beds in the upper tribu ­tary . The surrounding country is filled with small lakes and stream s in which fishermen delight. In the fall the prox­imity to the sea adds new zest for the duck hunter. Bangor is the gatew ay to rthe G reat N orth Woods where deer, bear, /partridges, and ducks are to be found in I abundance. Mount Katahdin, 100 miles north of Bangor, and the second highest peak on the A tlantic seaboard, is called by the Appellation Club the “wildest and most picturesque mountain east of the Rockies.”Also in the vicinity are the g reat fo rest areas, haunts of big game, trapper, hunter, fisherman, and lum ber­man. These areas are the source of raw  m aterials fo r the wood utilizing indus­
tries. Nearby are W ashington, H an­cock, and Waldo Counties, celebrated for their fisheries, fo rest products, agricul­ture and 1,200 miles of irregular coast­line, extending from Penobscot Bay to Quoddy Head. In the reach of the coast are Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Castine, Bluehill, Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Acadia National Park, E astport, and Calais.The Indian first inhabited this region, then came the lumberman and the ship builder, both lured by the stands of g reat pines and following them, the ice cutter, the agriculturist, and finally the maker of pulp and paper. All this te rrito ry  is easily reached on fine roads, by rail, or by boat from Bangor.Bangor is, in itself, a recreational center. W ithin a radius of six miles are two country clubs. The Penobscot Val­ley Country Club, six miles north of the city, is reached by concrete road or by trolley. This is conceded to be one of the best eighteen hole courses in New England. There is also tennis for sum­mer and facilities for skating, toboggan­ing and skiing for winter. The view from the club across the wide expanse of the Penobscot Valley to the outlying range of hills and mountains is one of the finest in the vicinity. From these mountains, about 1850, the coast survey for the United States Government was made under the direction of Jefferson Davis, then Secretary of War.The Conduskeag Canoe Club, six miles south of Bangor on the State Highway to Penobscot Bay, is picturesquely situ ­ated with its tennis courts on the steep and wooded banks of the Penobscot river.For golfers a t Bangor there is also the nine-hole Meadowbrook Course which is very picturesquely located and pro­vides a good game.
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Bangor House
BANGOR MAINE
F OR more than  half a century the Bangor House has been a  favorite hotel with commercial travelers be­cause it  has always made a specialty of meeting the expectations of the quality patrons which it serves. You’ll get the same satisfactory  service and attention  th a t has won the commendation of hundreds of distinguished guests as fa r  back as Daniel W ebster.
AUTOMOBILE TOURISTS
Added to the splendid hotel service, Bangor House patrons, traveling  bymotor, will find connected with the hotel the largest and best garage east of Boston. *5
“Bangor is the Gateway City to the Maine Woods”
A t the university town, Orono, is the ♦ >> Orono Country Club’s nine-hole golf j course and twelve miles east of Bangor a t Phillips Lake, on the State road to f Acadia National Park, there is a course ( of nine holes a t Lucerne-in-Maine Coun- j try  Club.Bangor is a center for those who enjoy j motoring, as the surrounding country j furnishes an unlimited number of short and all-day excursions. {Penobscot Bay with its many islands ( is only sixty miles distant, the road fol­lowing the Penobscot river with its pic- I turesque villages and F o rtK rm x . i4 Mount D esert Islanttr~'wTEfl. Acadia. National P a rk and its unusualcom bina-1 [ ^tkfn bTTiolcPPrrdst line, lakes and moun- i tains, is but fifty miles away.One may follow the rugged coast ! fa rth e r east through the blueberry j barrens into W ashington County, the heart of the sardine and blueberry canning industry and the entrance to Canada.Again, one may turn  north to the rich farm ing region of Aroostook, famous for its potatoes, forests and grain.Still another north road leads up the Piscataquis Valley to Moosehead Lake, the g rea t fishing and hunting territo ry  and the s ta rting  point of many canoe trips.
To the west and north lead the high­ways to the White Mountains, the Rangeleys, Quebec and Montreal.
Bangor is the banking, m arketing, dis­tributing  and shopping center of six counties. Many of the large corporations of the section have their head offices here.
Its  importance as a banking and com­mercial center is indicated by its banking deposits of over $49,000,000.
Bangor is the shire town of Penobscot County and the customs port of entry  for northern and eastern Maine. I t  is the seat of the eastern district of the United States D istrict Court of Maine. The Maine Central Railroad, with lines rad i­ating  to Portland, W ashington County, Canadian points, Acadia National Park, and the Piscataquis Valley, has Bangor for its junction point. F ast passenger service is m aintained throughout the year with Boston and New York.
The first steam railroad in Maine and one of the earliest in the country was the Bangor, Old Town and Milford ra il­road. The Bangor Street Railway com­pany was the second in the United States to operate an electric trolley system.The first iron steam boat built in America was for the Bangor-Boston route and was named “Bangor.” The first monu­ment to be erected in the country to the heroes of the W ar of the Rebellion is the marble shaft in Mt. Hope cemetery.
Bangor is the term inal of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad which runs south to Searsport, its ocean port on Penobscot Bay, and north to the fertile  farm  areas of Aroostook, to the Piscataquis Valley and the Moosehead Lake, and to the g rea t woodlands of Maine.
Bangor has daily service with Boston by the E astern  Steamship Company during eight months of the year and for the rem aining four months through the company’s w inter term inal a t  W inter- port, sixteen miles from Bangor.
The boat trip  up Penobscot Bay and river is one of the finest in the east.Trolley service connects Bangor with the nearby towns of Hampden, Veazie,Orono, and Old Town, and there is auto­mobile freigh t and passenger service to many towns in the outlying districts.
Educational facilities are of the best. There are splendid Public, Parochial, and Private schools along with several com­mercial schools. Bangor is also the seat of the Bangor Theological Seminary which was founded more than 100 years ago. Its  graduates have been leaders in foreign missions and a t  home. The N orthern Conservatory of Music a t the Symphony House, offers vocal and in­strum ental instruction.
E ight miles from Bangor is the Uni­versity  of Maine with its colleges of a rts  and sciences, engineering, forestry  and agriculture. Its mammoth Indoor Athletic field, one of the largest in the country, is a memorial to the alumni who fell in the World War.
Among the cultural advantages of Bangor are the annual Maine Music Fes­tival concerts, a t  which the g rea t a rtis ts  of the world appear; the Bangor Sym­phony O rchestra; five theatres and motion picture houses; the Bangor Pub­lic L ibrary with more than 100,000 vol­
umes; frequent lectures; concerts; and a r t  exhibits.
Bangor is the medical, surgical and 
clinical center of this section of the state. 
The E astern  Maine General Hospital is 
on the approved lists of the American 
College of Surgeons and of the New 
York State Board of Nurse Examiners. 
Here also are the Bangor State Hospital, 
for mental patients, the Bangor Anti- 
Tuberculosis sanitorium  and numerous 
well-conducted private hospitals.
Bangor has homes typical of New England cities. Of particu lar in terest is the home of the late Hannibal Hamlin, Vice-President under Lincoln.
Bangor and its  neighbor city, Brewer, have about one hundred diversified in­dustries, among them being pulp, paper, wood products, wood tools, machinery, stoves, furnaces, building m aterial, po rt­able houses and camps, brick, cigars, candy, fish, m eat and agricultural packs, clothing, m attresses, sportsm an’s equip­ment, taxiderm y and furs.
To the west and south of Bangor, in the Penobscot and Piscataquis valleys, are cheese, vegetable canning, textile, machine, and woodworking industries.
To the north of Bangor, in the Penob­scot valley, are the large pulp and paper plants, textile mills and canoe factories.
To the .south and east of Bangor, in 
W ashington, Hancock and Waldo coun­
ties, are large vegetable canneries; s a r­
dine and blueberry factories; pulp and paper mills; woodworking plants; cloth­
ing and shoe factories; also the lobster and fishing industries.
Bangor is the focal point of the hydro­
electric developments of the Penobscot, 
Union and Machias rivers. E astport in 
W ashington county, 135 miles from Ban­
gor, is the site of the Quoddy tidal power project.
Bangor and vicinity have available a 
supply of high class, intelligent labor of New England stock.
MORISON BRO TH ERS
Fertilizer Manufacturers
25 BROAD STREET
BANGOR : : : : MAINE
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Reforesting 
in Maine
by Helen S. Marsh
5 Year Mugho Pines
UP in the Rangeley Lake region, on the shores of Lake Cupsuptic, there is a m iniature town, nearly self-sustaining, with a private road five miles long leading to it, built to supply small evergreen trees for a fa s t growing m arket. This settle­ment, tucked away in Maine’s famous lake district, is known as the Cupsuptic N ursery. I t was begun about eleven years ago to supply a quarter of a  mil­lion transplan ts annually for refo resta­tion for a paper and pulp concern, but increased demand from  other sources has led to an output capacity of four million trees.
These find varied uses in over half of the sta tes of the union. Lumbermen and waterworks are reforesting, homes are being beautified, railroads and p ri­vate homes are planting windbreaks. Farm ers are finding windbreaks profit­able for orchards, etc., while idle acres are being made into assets with tree stands, increasing salable value of the land now, and promising good profits in years to come.
A visit to this picturesque place makes a beautiful motor trip . We go first to Rangeley Village, then north along Rangeley Lake tow ard Haines’ Landing, turning- off from  the main road to the righ t ju s t before reaching the outlet of Rangeley Lake. Then over a good gravel road through a wild looking coun­try . I t  goes through a swamp in one place, and m ust have needed much cord­uroy construction to keep it as high and dry as it is. A fter five miles it comes out suddenly upon beautiful Cupsuptic Lake. There we find a large green open space of little trees in long beds, each variety  by itself. The entire plantation lies within a high wire fence, but we were made welcome, and assured th a t the fence was only to keep deer, moose, etc. out a t night, and their own livestock out by day.
W ithin the enclosure are large stock barns, a packing shed, a box shop, board­ing house, smithy, log bunk houses, office, storehouses, and single houses on the shore. There is also a dock system and a surprisingly large steam boat hauled out a fte r its spring logging duties.
On both sides of the road are large blocks of trees of many kinds and form s, in all shades of green, and other colors from silver through red to blue. The nursery  beds are  filled with little trees, ranging from dainty ones less than two inches upward. Choosing one of the p re ttiest of the ir trees a t  all its  ages,
W hite Spruce, we follow it through from beginning to end. Each size occupied from one to dozens of beds, each about six feet wide by sixty feet long. Seed­ling beds are all protected with shades built of laths spaced an inch apart. Then in order to develop hardy root systems, these trees are transplanted  every two years. Few people can ever transplan t a fo rest tree successfully, and we learn tha t the secret lies righ t here, in the roots.
A surprise is in store for most people when they learn th a t little two inch trees are three years old, th a t beds of six inch trees are five years old, and some foot-high trees are actually eight years old. This is explained as being due partly  to the tem porary effect of tran s­planting. Upon leaving a nursery the trees grow fa s t or slow according to en­vironment. For instance, a proper soil, the south side of a building, or medium close forest planting will all induce rapid growth. Opposite conditions and trim ­ming will, of course, re tard  growth for decorative purposes.
Origin of seed has a g reat deal to do with rapidity  of growth. Brown Com­pany, m anufacturers of paper products, to whom the nursery  belongs, employs local cone gatherers in order th a t only seed from a known and vigorous climate may be used. Seed is then extracted and tested for purity  and fertility  in a model plant a t Berlin.
Many people believe tha t evergreens are slow growing, but once started  they do well in this climate. I t  is estim ated
th a t under good growing conditidns the following trees should average over six inches growth yearly: Colorado Blue Spruce, A ustrian Pine, American Arbor- vitae (W hite Cedar) and Hemlock. In addition, most pines, firs and spruces should average twelve inches a year a fte r the first transplanted year.
Profits from Idle Acres
White Pine plantations are on record as producing 17,000 board feet in 36 years and 32,000 feet in 46 years. Christmas trees bring profits within a very few years, and the m arket has been estim ated a t five million trees. Trees retail a t from fifty cents to three dol­lars in the streets of large eastern cities.
W holesalers have met demand by cut­ting wild trees in swamps and pastures, but there is a growing preference for Christmas trees grown locally. This is because wild trees cut in October, tied tight, stored, and shipped long distances drop sprills when brought into a warm house. Serious pests have been brought into sta tes by wild tree shipments and State H orticultural Boards are already getting  defensive laws passed. The pub­lic also pays more for a shapely tree, and many raisers capitalize all the above points by advertisem ents or signs, and sell the ir entire output by roadside or direct sales. This accounts for reported profits of more than two hundred dollars an acre each year over a period of nine years. This profit includes cost of trees,
(Continued on Page 26)
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M.aine*s Second W ar
Qovemor~Abner Cohurn
ABNER COBURN was born in tha t p a rt of the town of Canaan now called Skowhegan, March 22, 1803. His father, E leazer Co­burn, came to Maine in 1792, a t the age of fifteen, from Dracut, M assa­chusetts, and early became prom inent in this new region, representing his towns­men in the general court of M assachu­setts, and afterw ard served several term s as senator and representative in the leg­islatures of M assachusetts and Maine. His wife, Mary Weston, was of M assachu­setts Puritan  ancestry. Her grandfather, who came to Maine in 1772, lost his life as the guide of Benedict Arnold’s expedi­tion through the forests against Quebec. 
/  When Abner was fourteen his fa th er made him one of the head drovers to drive cattle the long distance from Skowhegan to the Brighton m arket. This was his first journey to Boston and his last experience as a drover.
He received his education in the dis­tric t schools and a t Bloomfield Academy. He also taugh t for a short time. In vacations, he and his brother, Philander, worked about the farm , or stayed in the woods helping their father, who was sta te  surveyor for years.
I t  was in 1825, when Abner was 22 years old, tha t he began surveying the vast tim ber trac ts  of Northern Maine 
on his own account; and in 1830, Eleazer 
Coburn and his sons began lumbering 
operations on the Kennebec River—sur­
veying and buying land, and cutting tim ­
ber.
In politics, Abner took an active part. 
Born a Federalist, he first voted tha t 
way. As a Whig, he was representative 
to the sta te legislature in 1838, ’40 and 
’44.
In 1845, when their fa ther died, the 
boys formed the firm th a t for half a 
century was known as the forem ost 
business enterprise on the Kennebec, en­
joying the best rating  in the State for honesty and sterling integrity.
Much of their surveying was near 
Moose River and Jackman, and from there they followed the plantations and 
mountains of N orthern Maine.
They were pioneers in the land and 
lumber business and from their first op­
erations had seen tim ber lands con­
stantly  advance in price.
They knew all the best lands and when 
the state, poor a t tha t time, sold all the 
wild land a t auction, they bought it— 
cheap. When they did not have the 
money to pay for tim ber tracts, they 
hired it. I t was not long before they 
were by fa r  the largest wild land owners 
in the State.
It was in 1854, th a t the Coburns be­
came interested in railroads. And the 
now flourishing M aine C en tral owed 
much to their aid in its earlier days, 
when it consisted of two sepai’ate roads; 
the Kennebec and Portland, and the Som-
by Lucina H. Lombard
erset and Kennebec. They first helped the form er road, the line th a t the la tte r put through to Skowhegan, furnishing money when the railroad’s funds gave out. Abner became president of the la t­te r road, and, a fte r  the consolidation, he owned 2,000 shares of stock. He was also president of the two Skowhegan 
banks.He was one of the Maine founders of the new Republican party . In 1855, he was on the Governor’s Council, and again in 1857.In 1862, when Governor W ashburn ex­pressed a wish to retire  a t the end of his second term , the g reat business abil­ity  of Abner Coburn commended him as the man above all others to step into his place and carry  along the g rea t m ark of raising and equipping troops and fo r­warding them to the fron t to aid in suppressing the rebellion. He was nom­inated and elected Governor, and served 'during the year 1863 with distinguished ability. This was perhaps the most t ry ­ing year of the whole war. There was a growing feeling against some of the w ar leaders and the “Peace T reaty” was gaining in the N orthern States. Battles were being lost and many men began to get discouraged. But Governor Coburn never lost his courage or in the least ceased his efforts or faltered in the work of sustaining the President in prosecut­ing the war.There was little ready money in the state, but the Coburn notes of all denom­inations were so regarded tha t they were used as currency. It is a m atter of history th a t there was one time during the Civil W ar when the firm name (A. & P. Coburn) stood for higher credit than th a t of many of the states. Gov­ernor Coburn sunk his own interests in those of his State and put his hands into his own pockets to give the financial help so g reatly  needed.
His adm inistration was efficient and he retired  a t the end of his term  with the high regard of the people.Back in Civil W ar days, the Coburns owned extensive holdings near Kineo, with steam ers running on the forty-m ile length of Moosehead Lake in summer and sleds travelling  across the ice-bound win­te r w aters in w inter through w hat is now the heart of Maine’s playground. They ran  their surveys over Big Spencer and Little Spencer Mountains, over A t- tean, over the Big and L ittle Squaw and Lily Bay mountains, for all the vast trac ts  of tim berland in this region be­longed to them.They owned all the hotels in the north \ country. They nearly always had a hun- f dred w inter logging camps or more in I the woods. They had their own sto res ' where they kept their supplies, buying flour and other staples by the car­load. A barrel of flour would last only a day when there were 100 to 126 men in a crew.
In 1870, they owned no less than 450,- 000 acres, or more than 700 square miles of Maine land. Their operations were extended to the West, where, a t one time, they held more than 60,000 acres of valu­able tim berland.
Governor Coburn was prominent in philanthropic and educational move­ments. He gave liberally to Bloomfield Academy and Skowhegan High School. The U niversity of Maine, Colby Univer­sity  and Coburn Classical Institu te  were remembered with a generous hand. He presented Somerset County with its handsome court-house and Skowhegan with its fine public hall. Though not a church member, he was strongly a t ­tached to the B aptist denomination and gave of his wealth freely to its Home and Foreign Missions.He died January  4, 1885, a t  his Skow­hegan home.
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j Portland, Maine j
Inexpensive M eat D ishes
“It takes so long for two people to eat a leg of lam b!” sighed a young bride of my acquaintance,“Then why don’t  you buy two or three pounds of forequarter of lamb, instead of a leg, for ro astin g ?” I asked. And to my surprise, I discovered tha t the only cut of lamb, save lamb chops, with which she was fam iliar was the leg! For a young couple, fo requarter is an inexpensive cut, and I would suggest buying a little more of it than is needed for serving roasted, with gravy, so th a t the lamb leftovers may be used the fol­lowing day, for dinner, in some such menu as the following:
Lamb Pineapple Croquettes w ith Hawaiian Sauce Mashed Potatoes Brussels SproutsChocolate Pudding Coffee
L am b-P ineapple C ro qu ettes: Cook two-thirds of a cup of breadcrumbs in one-half cup each of tomato and canned pineapple juice, till a paste is formed, then to this paste add two cups of cold cooked lamb put through the food grind­er; s tir  in one well-beaten but unsep­arated  egg, shape into croquettes with floured hands, roll in crushed cracker crumbs, and lower into deep, smoking hot fa t in a wire basket, (or one by one in a perforated kitchen spoon). F ry  till golden brown, then drain several mo­ments on paper napkins before serving with the following:
H aw aiian  Sauce: Melt two tablespoons of bu tter in a small saucepan over mod­erate  direct heat, and into this fa t rub one tablespoon of flour; add a pinch of salt, then s tir  in one-half cup of juice from a can of tomatoes and one-half cup of crushed canned pineapple (both juice and fru it) . Cook, stirring , till thickened, then turn  while still hot, over the hot croquettes and serve a t once. This menu lends itself to the “one-dish dinner” idea admirably. I would serve the croquettes in the center of a hot m eat p la tter, with the hot sauce over them, and I would put the potatoes in little  mounds around the m eat balls, with the hot buttered brussels sprouts between the potatoes.And, of course, I m ust not forget the versatile “ground beef” in an article on inexpensive meats. One good way of using chopped beef is to mix your fa ­vorite beef loaf recipe as usual but bake it in a tube-angel-cake pan, then serve it hot, a fte r  taking from the pan, with creamed chopped carrots and. peas put into the hole in the center and over­flowing the sides of the high m eat loaf. Rice croquettes m ight be placed about
the base of this loaf, if you wish to serve it on a p la tte r as a one-dish din­ner. Celery, bread, dessert and coffee would make a perfect little meal of it.Planked Steak is a favorite guest din­ner meat. Planks for baking are for sale in the kitchen departm ents of all large departm ent stores, made about one inch thick and of various sizes, in hard wood with grooves to hold the juices from the meats. They m ust be well seasoned and heated before using. P ort­erhouse steak is, of course, the most tender cut, but rump steak cut one and three-quarters inches thick and p ar­boiled for seven minutes in w ater to cover, before being placed on the plank to be baked, is surprisingly tender also; first bu tter the plank, before putting  the steak onto it, then slip it into a moderate oven to bake until the m eat is tender; draw out, surround with a mashed potato border, and retu rn  to oven long enough to brown the potatoes delicately. Serve hot, with small baked apples and pickled beets tucked in be­tween the potato border and the steak. This is how I bake my apples, to g a r­nish meats:
Tender A p p les:  Pare and core eight cooking apples and put them into a saucepan which measures between eight and nine inches across the bottom; add six cups of boiling water, one cup of granulated sugar, and the grated  rind and juice of one large lemon. Boil ten to fifteen minutes, or until the apples are tender enough to be pierced easily with a fork, then take out and place in a large baking pan; add the liquid in which they were boiled, and into the hole of each apple put one tablespoon of granulated sugar and a pinch of ground cinnamon. Bake fifteen minutes in a hot oven, basting every five minutes (or oftener) with the liquid in the pan. (N o te :  Some housekeepers like to serve these boiled-and-baked apples with pork, but in tha t case they color the apples red by adding a few of those small red cinnamon candies to the w ater in which the apples are boiled.)Another delicious yet inexpensive meat dish is a Boston Pot Roast, made as follows: Cut a slice of salt pork in small pieces, and also slice one peeled onion; place these two ingredients in a bean pot or in any dish which has a cover for baking. Add one pound of chuck beef cut in pieces as fo r a stew, two table­spoons of tom ato catsup, one table­spoon of quick-cooking tapioca and a dash each of salt and pepper. Add a little  allspice, ground, if liked. Cook three or four hours without any w ater, in a very slow oven, and serve with brown gravy.
(Continued on Page 30)
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Reviews
By John D. Fleming
M r. M iller of “The T im es” : by F. F raser Bond. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York. $3.00.
Journalism , genius, politics and humor are elements of this interesting biog­raphy of one of the greatest editors of our era. “The New York Times” is a g rea t newspaper; it has been prominent fo r more than seventy years, hut it was the task of one man who loved it to pull it from  the slough of w hat might well have been a fa ta l depression and make it again the greatest paper in the 
country.Charles Miller, “Chuck” to his friends, Dartmouth graduate and trained in the Springfield “School of Journalism ,” came to the “Times” in 1875 as assistant telegraphic editor. Seven years later, a t the age of thirty-four, he became its editor-in-chief, a position he held until his death during the last decade. A cub reporter on “The Springfield Republi­can,” under the g rea t Sam Bowles, he had learned his lesson well. He was effi­cient as telegraphic editor and editor of the weekly magazine of “The Times” ; he had been efficient on “The Republi­can” as reporter, and as an early “columnist.” In the la tte r capacity he wrote the couplet which is still quoted: The m elancholy days  have come, the saddest of the yea r—A little  too hot fo r  w hiskey s tra ig h t, a little  too cool fo r  beer.”His journalistic genius did not fully materialize, however, until he became an editorial w riter on “The Times.” His early w ritings a t Dartm outh and in Springfield had showed promise, his edi­torials throughout half a century of ser­vice on his chosen paper marked him as perhaps the most accomplished editorial w riter of his age. His grasp of foreign affairs, his scholarship, his humor, and above all, his finished style, made up the g reat combination. His influence was world-wide.Mr. Bond is not as yet a finished biographer, but several of his chapters are excellent in the ir handling, and his style is smooth and interesting. His subject, of course, ensures an interest to all readers interested in modern affairs and human nature. The story of the rise of the charm ing and irresponsible D art­mouth student from a condition of pov­erty  to th a t of the wealthy and dis­tinguished w riter and executive is one tha t assures attention from cover to 
cover.
M ulatto  Johnny: by Alin Laubreaux. E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New York. 
$2.50.
Reviewed by Robert J. Starke
M ulatto  Johnny is the story of a half- breed son of a French sailor and a K anaka woman, and his adventures among South Sea islands a fte r having murdered a man and been forced to run for his life. The boat tha t his fa th er gives him in order to make his escape, is wrecked in a typhoon and Yan, as he is
j " . . . books; contain the thoughts j 
i and dreams o f men, their hopes and ) 
strivings and alt their immortal parts, j 
(' It’s in books that most o f us learn j 
i| how splendidly worth-while life is. 1 
'i . . . Books are the father and mother j
i o f the race, the father and mother o f  / 
i, most that is worth-while cherishing l 
' in our hearts. T o  spread good books j 
i| about, to sow them on fertile minds, ) 
'i to propagate understanding and a ( 
J* 1 carefulness o f life and beauty, isn’ t j 
i, that high enough mission . . . ? J
| Christopher Morely, }
* “ The Haunted Bookshop”  j
known in the language of his m other’s native tribe, regains consciousness on an island inhabited by cannibals. He escapes to the more pleasant freedom of a slave gang in A ustralia where his physique leads him to be groomed as a heavyweight prize fighter. He re tu rn s a fte r  a time to his original home, when the disturbance caused by his hasty  act has quieted down, and proceeds to do likewise himself.The story is light, tells some thrilling, unusual adventures, and ends in a ra th er expected m anner. I t  is not extremely long and in spite of the apparen t horror of cannibal customs, th a t p a r t  of the book which deals with them does not tend to make the night of its  reading a sleepless one.The author, Alin Laubreaux, has traveled the paths in which the adven­tures of Yan take place and he presents the native background, local color, and all in a convincing if not extremely d ra ­matic manner.
The L igh t T hat N ever  W as: by K atherine Fullerton Gerould. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York. $2.00.
Reviewed by Alden G. Reed
A fascinating  story evolved around the intim ate life of Lydia Dent, a very modern young girl who is searching for “the light th a t never was on land or sea.” For a while she thinks she has found it aglow in her heart, as the result of a chance encounter with Tony Kershaw, but finally decides tha t the “ligh t” burns only in the divinely, unreal world of the imagination. Tony very gallantly  plays the p a rt of a gentleman during a highly irregu lar sojourn with Lydia for several days a t Berwick, a quiet seaside resort. Complications arise between Lydia and the man to whom she is engaged, as a result of her conduct, and the rem aining pages hold the reader in suspense as to the outcome.
The conventional mind will find the story slightly daring but revealing in a very charm ing way the innermost con­sciousness of a thoroughly well-bred young woman with ideas of her own about conventions and the courage to carry  out her desires a t  the risk of losing her friends as well as her lover.
The younger minds will find in Lydia a character which can be easily recog­nized among their friends but which p re­viously they may have had difficulty in understanding.The author has succeeded in producing a novel which not only presents a fa s­cinating character sketch, but which also makes an extremely interesting  story.
F estiva l:  by S tru thers B urt. CharlesScr.ibner’s Sons, New York. $2.50.
Reviewed by Robert J. Starke.
Dorn Griffiths retired from the bank­ing business a t  the age of fifty to seek w hat all the rest of us are seeking— happiness. He sought it a t first by raising orchids in the country outside of Philadelphia—then in Italy, on Beautiful Lake Como a t the home of his daughter who had m arried an Ita lian  nobleman, and back in America again, fulfilling the desire of a lifetime, loving a woman who was not his wife. Old Alan Bost- wick told him th a t he was crazy, th a t happiness and contentm ent lay in the possession of power. His best friend, Leedom Craigie, said it was assisting his fellow man, but Dorn continued along his own course and discovered things for himself. His daughter, Delice, had problems of her own and finally relied upon an old tru th  which has as much reality  in this age as when it  was inaugurated.The book is a story of today with in­cidents th a t have been news in the country within the past year and a half. I t  is modern in every way even to Dorn’s Aberdeen te rrie r who answers to the name of “Mr. Coolidge.” The people whom Dorn meets in his travels, old friends and new, have a g rea t many in­teresting  views on a g rea t many in ter­esting subjects. We learn of them be­cause of Dorn’s proclivity for asking too “damn many questions,” as Lam bert Osgood wrote him in a le tter when he was gloriously drunk. B ut we were glad th a t he did ask questions because we found out many things ourselves.Mr. B urt hasn’t  w ritten  a story in three years but now he has told an ex­cellent one which fits into the lives of most people of today. I t  isn ’t  a lesson; i t ’s ju s t a brief, quiet, restfu l glimpse into the lives of a few people who have the same problems th a t we have. Their solutions may be better than  ours. We are inclined to think they are.
D am ned L ittle  F ool: by Cosmo Ham il­ton. Brewer and W arren, New York. $2.00.
Reviewed by Robert J. Starke
The “damned little fool” is Rosita Moreland who divorced Ronny, the man she loved, because he “couldn’t  make her happy.” Of course, she still loved him but the divorce seemed the thing to do so she carried out her plans with the co­operation of her husband who remained deeply in love with her. When Ronny 
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The Growth of Maine s 
Granite Industry
(C ontinued from  P age 12)
aplenty, when strong men, who have a sort of kinship with the m aterial they work upon, a ttem pt to cope with one of these grim  g ran ite monsters.
In another p a r t  of the quarry  an electric “channeling” machine chugs back and forth  upon its short track  which is pinned to the solid rock. As it travels it strikes on both sides of the track  w ith sets of long chisels set a t different angles; these vibrate up and down cutting a channel about one and one-half inches wide and four to ten feet deep, parallel to the rails on which the channeler moves. This makes only vertical cuts, so the rock m ust la ter be lifted from  its bed by blasting or the “plug and fea ther” method. This is done by hand: A row of holes is drilled a few inches a p a rt along the line a t which it is desired to break the stone. In each hole are placed two “feathers”—flat pieces of steel rounded on one side to fit the curve of the hole. Then a narrow  wedge called a “plug” is driven between the “feather.” By strik ing in succession all the plugs in the row, the splitting force becomes g reat enough to rup tu re  the rock.
Light railw ays are laid here and there on the rough quarry  bed to haul out the stone and carry  off the waste.
Occasionally there is heard a mighty explosion, followed by a shower of splintered rock, and always the a ir is filled with the unmusical sound of thudding drills and heavy hammers wielded by braw ny arm s.
When the g reat cranes swing the blocks onto the cars, they are carried to the stone mill, where swinging gang saws, with diamond tipped teeth and under the constant drip of w ater, cut the stone into slabs of desired thickness, almost as if i t  were wood; while lathes and plowing machines tu rn  roughly fashioned pieces into columns, cornices and lintels, and gives them the finish th a t the architect calls for.
For m onum ental w ork  the stone must be free from imperfections of any kind. Occasionally, even in th a t wonderfully perfect stone, there are spots due to n a t­u ral iron stain. Or there m ay be w hat are called “knots” ; curious nuclei which Ruskin tells us in “Ethics of the D ust” w’ere formed when the granite was crystallizing millions of years ago.
The rock is cut down to the rig h t size by a small chisel driven by compressed air. Then it is hammered to smoothness by knives set close together and driven by machinery, striking several hundred blows a minute. Then smaller and still smaller knives are used.
If the block is to be polished, th a t is done with a succession of flat wheels. Under the first, as it travels round and round over the surface of the stone, are myriads of tiny steel balls, smaller than bird shot. These make the g ran ite as smooth as paper. The final step in pol­ishing is done by flat spirals of iron coated with emery. Form erly the cutting and carving were done by hand chisels; now a sandblast is used.
G ranite is of better quality the fa rth er it is removed from the surface; hence the longer a quarry  is worked the more valuable it becomes. In 'supply and in worth g ran ite  supersedes other Maine rocks. Our granite resources are in­exhaustible and will rem ain a source of perpetual revenue.
There is something in the very name, granite, th a t appeals to the imagination. It seems to say “In me there is the weight of millions of years th a t are gone. In me there is th a t which will endure for generations to come. I am the symbol of eternity. My service is as enduring as the hills from whence I come.”
Reforesting in Maine
( Continued fro m  P age 22) 
but not of labor. Incidentally, two men can plant over 2,700 trees a day after the ground is furrowed.
Large profits come from close cultiva­tion, using a new plan of planting two feet ap art each way and thinning every other tree when they first touch. This gives table trees w ithin four years, and three to five foot trees within another four years. Less intensive plantings four feet apart allow horse cultivation the first two years, which helps growth. Stands in rough country and old pastures may be planted with grub hoe or m at­tock. Two men comprise a crew, the first pacing distance and taking off sod about a foot square, then driving the hoe to the h ilt he makes a hole for the tree. The second man follows with trees and may well plant 1,000 trees a day.
As Charles L. Pack, president of the American Tree Association, recommends to the Central States Forestry  Con­gress, more publicity should be given to the necessity of supplying jobs for the jobless acres. Mr. Pack’s remedy for the jobless lands or idle lands, 
is to put these lands to 
work growing trees. Cer­tainly  the _ reemployment of these idle acres in 
Maine would tend toward 
the reemployment of many idle men. Of the 21,145,600 
acres of land surface in 
the state, approxim ately 
15,000,000 acres are in 
tim ber and woodlots. The 
annual cut of tim ber is 
about 1,000,000,000 feet. 
The next few years will 
see much done in Maine 
in the way of reforestation 
with an eye open to the 
business value from now 
unused waste lands.
Pet Department
(C ontinued fro m  P age 19)
The varieties tha t are bred for color alone are generally confined to cinnamon, green, and yellow, and are most popular in the British Isles. Color-feeding pro­duces canaries of a bright orange hue th a t is most a ttractive. Ju st before the moult a pepper-feed is added to the egg- food (both of these will be described in more detail later) and continued until the the new feathers are grown. The York­shire, Border Fancy, Lancashire Coppy, etc., are others of this general class of birds. The usual purchaser will be bet­ter satisfied if the first birds owned are the best singers. L ater the fancy breeds may be added to the collection but one’s first canary will give more pleasure if he is an accomplished singer.
Next month we will go into detail about canary cages, the care, feeding and breeding of these splendid little birds.
Concerning the
Maine Colleges
(C ontinued fro m  P age 18)
delegates a good picture of the oppor­tunities in Maine; and to be of service because the delegates would take back to their fellow students inform ation of Maine in its true light.
When Mr. Stetson’s speech ended, a committee on resolutions of two mem­bers from each college was selected.
Some of the resolutions adopted by 
the conference at its close were: To hold 
the Economic Conference annually over 
two whole days, during which there 
would be con tract between industrial 
leaders and prospective employees; to 
have a social science group to rep re­
sent the four Maine colleges a t the 1933 
W orld’s F a ir in Chicago, a t which one or 
two delegates from each sta te would be 
adm itted: to influence the organization 
of the Senior Economic Conference to 
bring before it as one of its problems 
the question of co-ordinating the mem­
bers of our college graduate groups 
with opportunities in Maine industries.
Thornton Wilder, the man who a few 
years back was an obscure “nrep” 
school teacher and is now one of Amer­
ica’s leading men of le tters, lectured 
recently to an audience which packed 
the Alumnae building at Colby to the 
exits. Among, those in the audience 
were several trustees of the college and 
many who had journeyed from a dis­
tance in order th a t they might hear the outstanding, writer.
W ilder’s subject was the relation be­
tween literature and life. “L itera ture,” 
said the lecturer, “is not a replica of 
life. Life is painted in false colors. The 
aim of literature has never been to paint 
life with all of its tedium and monot­
ony.” Human beings are given elo­
quence, when their lifelike expression would be inarticulate and dull. Comedy and tragedy  are woefully mixed. These are the three charges which Mr. W ilder brought against literature.W est F ield and Office, C upsuptic N u rsery
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Maggie’s Laddevback
(C ontinued from  P age 15)
to stand a t th a t locked door ? So Abel 
groped about. Turning he m et again the 
little windows; this time filled with the 
eerie half light of a moon misted night. 
Tantalizing, those small high windows; 
and because he was so old and bent, and 
stricken with g reat loss, his own soul 
laughed a t him. And yet, he played with 
fancy there in the dim, pale moonlight. 
He saw himself a boy, with a little home­
made ladder, four slats or five....stand it 
upon th a t well placed lowboy there below 
the righ t hand window, and escape could 
have been certain.Abel’s mind still forming pictures, he 
peered about him. Dimly then, against 
the wall, he saw his ladder’s ghost! 
Wondering, he crept towards it. His 
hands reached out, and then hot blood 
spread tingling to his very finger tips. 
No ladder here—a chair! A chair with 
five upcurving slats, fam iliar low broad 
arms, and ouaint, abrupt, short rockers. 
Fearfully, inch by inch old Abel moved 
it nearer to the little windows’ lisrht. His 
straining eyes devoured it—M aggie’s 
ladderback!Down on his knees he went, his arm s 
about the chair, while the warm tears 
spilled on the smooth, worn seat. He 
was whispering, “We’re froin’ to get out 
of this....you an’ me....but you’ve got to 
help....just a m ite”....The words came 
jerkily, as with new horn strength  he 
rose. Then lifting  the ladderback in the 
air, he placed it upon the lowboy’s dark, 
smooth top.
At the rea r of the cottage the scraping, 
movine- sounds continued, but fear 
gripped Abel lest they cease a t any 
moment. The little man mounted the 
lowboy: then, standing in the seat of the 
rocker he thanked him self th a t he had 
kept the five slats of its back always so 
firm and solid. Slowlv, he swung his 
little weight against the wall, so tha t 
the topmost, sla t rested not fa r  below 
the window’s sill. Soon he was there 
himself. The catch responded quickly to his seeking fingers, and the window 
slid softly in its groove.
The welcome salty  air! Close in the 
prison room Abel had forgotten his near­
ness to the sea. It was years since his lungs had expanded thus. Up there so 
high, with the sea below the cliff, it was 
as if he were a-top the mast. A ship ? 
Why not? Fancy raced on; a ship, with 
a loved one on board in peril. He must 
descend the m ast and swim for aid!
Eagerlv now, he th ru st his little  self 
through the small opening. Old? He— 
Abel Cruikshank—old? Not he, when in 
behind, below him there, liable a t any 
minute to be swept away was—Maggie. 
The chair and she were one. Crablike, 
he made his painful way across the shingled space between the window and 
the porch’s edge. Finally, his arm s en­circled the top of a smooth white column. 
Now to descend the mast! Softly—hand 
over hand—he found himself actually 
reaching the piazza.
Now to swim ashore! Swinging down 
the road, the salt air biting his nostrils. 
Running? He? Old Abel Cruikshank? No! Swimming. Swimming through waves th a t washed up and down—up and
All the
COMFORTS and EASE
of Home
Await you at this all-the-year-round 
stopping place half way up the Maine 
coast to Bangor.
HOTEL ROCKLAND
H eadqu arters fo r  the L ion’s Club
Rockland Thos. E. Keating, P rop. Maine
down—monotonous precision. Musn’t 
run—swim—this way, with his mouth 
open. Be sinking next—down—down— 
and the ladderback—no Maggie—back 
there in danger—waiting—And now the 
light tha t beat upon him there across the 
eternal waves he fought. The light tha t 
beat—the lighthouse of Ben’s Inn. How 
his th roa t tore in great, harsh, gasping 
sounds! Must be the salt in the w ater 
th a t did it. But he was running not 
swimming. Running—swimming—run­
ning—swimming—Up the steps of the 
Inn fell Abel Cruikshank, his arms 
moving out across the boards in the 
overhand stroke of the sea. Then Ben,, 
sensing the import of the story Abel 
dragged forth ; Ben, a t the telephone 
summoning the highway police.
Quietly, Abel lay in the bed where 
Ben’s boy had placed him. Ben himself 
had gone with the highway police; and 
w hat of their re tu rn ?  Should he, Abel, 
have stayed with Maggie’s ladderback, 
come what might, or had he done the 
righ t thing by his dearest possession? 
Thin old fingers picked a t the coverings 
on the bed, as Abel, waiting, fought off 
the sleep which hovered over him.
Now there were steps on the stairs. 
The old man raised him self on an elbow. 
Somone opened the door, and the 
beloved ladderback appeared in the open­
ing! It was an odd little  m urm ur tha t 
Abel made, like a sound from the lips of 
an emotional child a t the long delayed return  of its mother.
A highway policeman, carrying the 
chair, entered the room; Ben followed a t 
his heels. The man paused near the bed, still holding his burden.
“That fellow wouldn’t  talk  about nothin’ but you,” the officer said. “When 
we nabbed him, and told him how you 
tricked him, he shouted how he’d 
smashed up your lobster traps anyway, 
and t ’was a pity  he hadn’t smashed you first th a t night he was in your kitchen 
inquirin’ about the Guthrie cottage.”
Abel nodded, smiling; his eyes had 
never left the ladderback. W hat was the 
loss of lobster traps; w hat was the loss 
of his own life, compared to this prec­
iousness before him—unharmed, un­
touched? He m ust feel it; but the officer 
was talking again, would he never cease ?
“Don’t  you understand?” said the 
policeman. There....he was pushing the 
chair forward. Abel’s hands reached out; 
he bent from the bed. Oh, the comfort
(C ontinued on P age 30)
PLANTAN EVERGREEN 
— GARDEN=
A b eau tifu l setting- th a t  b rings 
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your flowers, adds charm  to 
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All a re  fou r to  six  y ea rs  old w ith  fine tran sp la n ted  roo t system s. H e ig h ts  m ay  ran g e  i 6 to  16 inches, accord ing  to h a b it of g row th  (M ugho P ine is a  d w arf v arie ty ). M any d e­ligh tfu l colorings and  te x tu re s  a re  possible w ith  th e  tree s  selected  fo r th is  offer. S hip­m en ts  will be m ade from  M ay 1 u n til M ay 18.
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Git a Horse
( Continued fro m  Page 9)
into action—desultorily, but it kept on going.“Huh! kinder sluggish, ain’t yer!” grumbled Uncle Laban. He grasped the wheel in a strangle hold, bore down on the throttle , and applied the other foot to the reverse pedal. W ith a howl of worn-out transm ission, the touring-car backed gingerly out, the engine skipping distractingly. Laban i m m e d i a t e l y  thought of Royal Bollinger, for he al­ways thought of Royal when his car acted out like that.
Page Twenty-eight
Mt. Katahdin
(C ontinued fro m  Page 3)
Daicey Pond and it is about eight miles 
to the summit.The length of this article does not perm it a detailed description of the va­rious physical aspects of the mountain; nor can words describe its beauty and majestic grandeur. Suffice it to say th a t many who have made mountain climb­ing their avocation to the extent of t r a ­versing the principal mountains of the United States are unanimous in the ver­dict th a t Katahdin offers the best moun­tain scenery east of the Rockies.Up to  the present, Katahdin has been much more appreciated by non-resident
( Continued on P age 30)
Spring approaches, every­one is busily planning a garden; for the ideal home must have land enough for its little garden.
We have homes of distinc­tion and charm—delight­ful home sites by the shore, or in the woods nearby— land lc to 70c per square foot.
All within fifteen minutes 
of Portland
We have a great variety to 
offer.
Let us help you
HARRY C. BAKER Q
Office, Cape Cottage ........... Maine
W ith a skill born of practice, he m an­aged to ease the clutch into low gear without stalling the laboring motor, and the car went limping in the general di­rection of the repair shop. The astute mechanic crawled from beneath a dis­membered Pone-Hartford, and greeted his best customer with due homage.“Trouble again, Uncle Laban? W hat seems to be the m atter this tim e?” “Wal, I guess i t’s a tech o’ the usual complaint,” Laban shouted about the up­roar of his engine. “She’s acting kind of colicy an’ she don’t  g it into her col­lar verv good goin’ uphill. Kind of brace her up, will yer—I got an errand in Kennebunk th a t I got to tend to, an’ the hosses are out.”“Sure, I will,” said Bollinger cheer­fully. “Little ignition trouble some- wheres, I guess; th a t’s all.”W ith deft fingers he whipped the cover off the coil box and twiddled the point of a dead vibrator. The silent cylinder im­mediately awoke from its lethargy and the two pistons functioned in tune.“There, th a t’s more like it, ain’t i t ? ” approved the mechanic. “But you’d better have some new batteries if you’re going on a long run. She’s buzzin’ kind of weak, and there ain’t  no sense in get- tin ’ hung up on the road.”Removing a metal panel from the hood, Bollinger explored in an oblong tin  box where two sets of dry batteries were connected in units of five.“Huh! thought so! The ground wire has worked loose and has run ’em all down on yer—prob’ly you got tha t cord­uroy across the marsh to thank for that. An’ I guess I better tighten up the water-pump an’ put a dab of grease in the comm utator—the spark-lever keeps workin’ back on you, I notice, when she’s running, an’ th a t’s a p retty  good sign.” “Wal, I don’t  know w hat your talking about but I guess i t’s all righ t,” mumbled Uncle Laban helplessly, seeing several days’ profits from his harness-shop go­ing by the board. “There’s just one thing I can be sure of about this dum autterm obile—the stink is always all rig h t!”Bollinger chuckled with the apprecia­tion due the humor of a cash client.“Why, Uncle Laban, you’re doing real well—for a beginner. And you’d had a m ighty good little car if you’d only bought her new. You ought to sue tha t Allison feller—you got a good case.” “Anybuddy th a t’s fool enough to let a agent talk  him into g ittin ’ an au tte r­mobile ought to g it s tung !” said Laban cryptically. “They ain’t  nobuddy, less’n he’s a 'Vandy-helt can afford te r keep a machine—but we dang simpletons keep a t it just the same.”Two hours later, and minus the ma­jor p art of a ten dollar bill, Laban Pence choo-chooed into the autum n sunshine. But the car was running surprisingly well—too well to be true, in fact; in spite of himself Uncle Laban commenced to enjoy his ride. A few horses gave sign of nervous _ prostration, but there were no casualties. Farm ers gazed at the motor car with fascinated interest, while straggling  youngsters yelled the scornful slogan of the period: “Git a horse! Go g it a horse!”“I ’d like to g it y o u l” retaliated Uncle Laban, bearing hard upon the throttle. For the first tim e he experienced a thrill of real pride in himself and his m a­chine. The Reo soared up a hill a t a pace th a t astonished him; Laban felt just as he imagined he would feel when as a boy he had longed to be drum-m ajor of a big brass band. Gee whiz, probably he was getting  the hang of an auto a t
last. Perhaps he was going to like it a fte r all. Suddenly he thought of Jerry  Reynolds, reminded by a dinky little runabout just ahead of him tha t looked like Je rry ’s car—tha t is, w hat Laban could see of it fo r dust. It was Jerry! Uncle Laban’s sporting blood simmered to a boil. Poke fun a t two cylinder cars would he. Honk! Honk! An im peri­ous whoop on the Reo’s over-sized horn demanded righ t of way. Jerry , deep in pros and cons of a prospective horse- trade, and anticipating no less than Sen­ator Redding’s imposing limousine, swung wide. Too late Je rry  recognized the impending contest and Laban tr i ­umphantly clattered past.“Gol darn yer, come on an ’ I ’ll show yer—frum  here to South Kendalport!” be challenged—and the race was on.One cylinder against two, and eight figurative horses against sixteen—but Je rry ’s little car was notoriously reli­able and a seasoned perform er. The single cylinder held its own, running the touring-car a close second, and th reaten ­ing oftener than not to head Uncle La­ban off. The speeding cars leaped from hump to bump and from ru t to chuck- hole. A mile of corduroy threatened disastrous consequences, while the la­boring machinery clattered and crashed like a crate of dishes. Uncle Laban’s cap flew off, and Je rry ’s upper set went spinning from his mouth and were lost forever. Panic-stricken horses reared and plunged; whiffletrees cracked and straps sundered. But deaf, dumb, and blind to everything except the winning of the impromptu road-race, the two motor-maniacs kept on. By grace of a long grade, luck favored Uncle Laban and a t last he left Je rrv  behind. With all its faults, the two-cylinder was su­perior as a hill-climber. But, with South Kendalport and victory in sight, the harness-m aker suddenly realized tha t something had gone wrong, very wrong; he m ust stop his car immediately and the sooner the better.
Steam belched in clouds from the ra ­diator and the cap of the w ater-tank; the engine was knocking like a trip ­hammer, and the m ysterious element as “power” had vanished. Laban steered his smoking car to the roadside and turned off the switch. But, to La­ban’s amazement, the motor continued to run—hiccupy and knocking sharply, but it chugged along with speed un­abated. Uncle Laban shook with fright. He felt tha t he had in his possession a vicious runaw ay without bridle or reins. The atmosphere reeked of fried engine, and the leather-covered cushions grew torrid. Laban’s nerves panicked complete­ly; he felt in the presence of something occult, and gone beyond control. He was being run away with standing still, but he had never been so terrified in his life.“Whoa! W hoa!” he yelled. And with the yellow duster spread-eagled behind him, Uncle Laban jumped. Jerry  Reynolds arrived upon the scene just in time to see his crony take an astound­ing belly-whacker upon dry land.
“You darn fool, what do you want, to burn up yer machine? Shut off the gas; shut off the gas!” H astily Je rry  twisted the shut-off and presently the over­heated motor clanked anfd hissed to a standstill.“Did you ’spose you could fool tha t old junkheap into actin’ like a forty- horse racin’ machine, and not have her g it so hot she’d keep righ t on explodin’, spark or no spark ? If th a t greasy apron
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Club Notes
Editor’s Note—In publishing the notes below an attempt is made to keep our readers in­formed concerning the activities of various clubs in and out of Maine which seek to maintain a close contact with their native state.
THE Maine Society of New Haven, Connecticut, held its eighth annual meeting and dinner on Monday night, March 9. C. S. Longley of Plym ­outh, Maine, a well-known restau ran t proprietor of New Haven, catered. Besides the guest of the evening, the Honorable Henry E. Dunnack, State L ibrarian  a t Augusta, there were seated a t  the head table Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. James, form erly of Augusta, who en­tertained Mr. .Dunnack, the present offi­cers, and the past presidents and their wives. Following the dinner, group singing was enjoyed, led by C. A. M ears, form erly of Morrill, Maine, and accom­panied by Frederick A. Davis, J r., of New Haven.It was with regret th a t the society accepted the resignation of C. C. Elwell, a member of the Public U tilities Com­mission of Connecticut, who has served the club as its treasu rer since its organ­ization. Mr. Elwell spent his early years in Patten, Penobscot County. L. M. T arr, form erly of Brunswick, head of the New Haven W eather Bureau for many years, and the first president of the society, also was called upon for a few rem arks.A fter the business meeting, the presi­dent, H. E. Chellis, introduced the guest of the evening. Mr. Dunnack brought us a message direct from Maine, full of optimism for the fu ture of our native state. He traced the history of Maine from its earliest days and paid tribute to the g reat men and women in all walks of life, business, science, literature, statesm anship, who have done so much to build the nation. The fu ture of Maine is bright, according to Mr. Dunnack, not only because people are being- drawn by its recreational advantages, but because of the industrial advantages offered by its vast hydro-electric power. The speaker also announced the g ift to the sta te  as a park, of Mt. K atahdin, presented by form er governor, Percival Baxter.The Maine Society of New Haven has had a very successful year, having added th irty-eight members, making its total membership a t present two hundred. The officers for 1931-1932 are : President, H. E. Chellis of Biddeford; vice-president A. H. W entworth of Lebanon; secretary, Miss Helen M. Higgins of Standish; treasu rer, Amy L. Weeks of A uburn; executive committee, Dr. M. Estelle Lan­caster of La Grange, A. V. Rich of Sears- port, M. S. Rogers of Bridgton, J. A. Norcross of Dover-Foxcroft, Mrs. A. G. Provost of Lincolnville.Richard F. Mezzotero.
Z onto, ClubHolds Meeting
u-i  yfAINE is the greatest sta te in the JV/1 Union, 365 days in the year and 24 hours in the day—get this idea, which is in the back of your mind, into the fron t and preach it to every one you meet.” These were the words of Vico C. Isola, executive secretary of the Maine Development Commission, in an address to the Zonta Club of A ugusta
recently, a t  a meeting where Maine ideas and products predominated.Under the direction of Mrs. M arjorie H. W alker, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, the dinner meeting became a m iniature Maine exposition. The center- piece on the table was a huge globe of the world with a map of Maine, and the axis so disregarded as to place Maine a t  the top of the world. A base of pine trees aptly  set off this work of a r t  which was done by Stanley McCurdy, prom ­ising young commercial artist. Favors of m iniature loaves of bread from  the H arris  Bakery in W aterville, of samples from Seavey’s sweets of Auburn, the new Rudy Vallee candy bar from Saco, and the booklet on Maine published by the Maine Development Commission were distributed to the guests.Everything about the dinner was Maine. The food was either grown or prepared in Maine, the menu cards were made up inside the outlines of Maine, and attached to the cards were wooden clothespins made in Maine. Center- pieces including a dainty doll dressed in cotton and woolen goods made in Maine, a huge potato indicative of Aroostook’s crop, a dish of toothpicks with the an ­nouncement th a t almost the entire supply of toothpicks in the county came from Maine, decorated the table.Other exhibits included a copy of each daily newspaper published in Maine and Sun-Up, the State of Maine magazine. The shoe industry, apple orchards and dairies were also represented.Special guests present included Mrs. Allen M. Small, wife of Senator Small of Freedom, Mrs. Morgan 0 . Baker of Farm ingdale, Miss Rachel Maddocks, who delighted the gathering  with piano solos, and Robert Ferguson, eastern  field manager, and Joseph H arrity , special organizer, Community Concert Service, New York City.
Florida Maine Club
MORE than 100 people, residents of the Pine Tree State, are now located in Florida and one of the most interesting entertainm ents to. be
given for the State of Maine Club, was th a t by Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Strout, fo r­merly of Lawn Avenue, Portland, but now residing a t Vero Beach, Florida, a t the ir home Pine Tree Lodge, during the past month. Tables were set on the porch and the supper menu was of Maine dishes.As officers fo r the year the club elected: President, Mrs. H. E. Thomp­son; vice-president, Mrs. H. L. S trou t; secretary-treasurer, Miss Sarah Hacker; entertainm ent committee, Mrs. C. E. Cobb, Mrs. S. A. Smiley and H. L. Strout.Mrs. G. S. M arr, A. R. Hill and Mrs. Smiley gave readings, a poem of Maine, w ritten  by A. F. Johnson of Gray also being recited. The rem ainder of the time was spent with reminiscences of the Pine Tree State.The State of Maine Club of Vero Beach was organized four years ago, and many enjoyable meetings have been held. Two years ago the club pu t in the first shuffleboard court for the city in Pocahontas Park.Among the Maine people spending the w inter there are, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cobb, Philip Cobb, Richard Cobb, Miss Elizabeth Cobb, Miss Sarah M. Hacker, Miss Elizabeth F. Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Fred March, Mr. and Mrs. Fred San­born, M. C. Ordway, Mrs. H unt, Richard Hunt, and George Lee Goff, all of Den­m ark; Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Thompson, and B. P. Babb of E as t H iram ; Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Hill of E ast Brownfield; Mr. and Mrs. George M arr of N orth Bridg­ton; Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Smiley, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Russell and Merle Russell of Caribou; Lester De Voll of Skowhegan; and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. S trou t of P o rt­
land.Reunions of the Florida-M aine Club, composed of all Maine people who spend their w inters in Florida, are  held each year in this State, the last being June 29, 1930, a t  Wescustogo Inn, Yarm outh, this being the eighth reunion. Richard W. Clark of Gorham is the president and other officers include F rank Strout of Portland, vice-president; Mrs. Richard W. Clark of Gorham, secretary-treasurer.
M yrtle M. Fogg.
GAIN TIME and COMFORT in LEWISTON— 
at the centrally locatedDelDITT HOTEL
The DeWITT HOTEL has every facility for conserving your time and adding to the comfort of your visit.
It is so centrally located that you may walk to any business house, shop or theatre in town. All forms of transportation to outlying points go past the door.
From the standpoint of service too, this hotel is equipped to eliminate delays.
Our food is the finest— “Every Meal a Pleasant Memory
Every room has bath or running water. European plan. $2.00-$6.00 Daily.
F r a n k l in  E . H o d g k in s , M a n a g in g  D ir e c t o r .
Phone 4200.
Mt. Katahdin
(C ontinued fro m  Page 28)
tourists than  it has by those within our borders. Perhaps this helps to prove tha t “a prophet is not without honor save in his own country.”Because our forests have furnished us with m aterials to build our homes and factories as well as produce innum er­able kinds of m anufactured products, we have long appreciated their g reat com­mercial value. In la ter years, we came to realize the importance of our forests in the production of w ater power in which Maine is one of the leading states of the nation. But i t  is only in recent years tha t we are beginning to awaken to their g reat economic value in produc­ing fish, game, climate and scenery which are worth increasing millions to us each year.
Let us hope this magnificent g ift of Mr. B axter will go fa r  toward awaken­ing the people of Maine to the fact tha t our forests, climate, scenery, fish and game constitute our g reatest natural re ­source.
Page Thirty
M aggies Ladderback
(C ontinued fro m  P age 27)
of tha t feel beneath his fingers—the com­fo rt of Maggie.“Say, didn’t  you really recognize tha t b ird ?” the officer asked curiously. “The papers have been full of him now for a week back. This antique stun t is some­thing  new—before it was jewelry. There’s three Boston firms has combined to give the rew ard—five hundred dollars —cornin’ s tra igh t to you.” There was no answer, only the little swish of Abel’s gnarled right hand as, over and over he smoothed the arm of M aggie’s ladder- back.
“Money, old man! Do you hear? Money—for you.”“We hear, son. Yes, we hear,” old Abel replied, but his eyes never lifted from the chair his hand caressed.“Queer old duffer,” the officer said to Ben, as they descended the sta irs to­gether. “Little cracked, if you ask me. And—,” he turned on his heel and re­garded his companion, “whatever will HE do with five hundred do llars?”But Ben, the keeper of the Inn, only looked at him and smiled.
(The End)
Book Reviews
(C ontinued from  P age 25)
surprises her a few weeks afte r the divorce, entertaining a party  of friends, among whom is the man to whom she has ju s t become engaged, a t the More­land French estate, and claiming it  as her own, the situation becomes consider­ably involved. However, Rosita throws herself into Ronny’s arm s before the assembled group, her husband included, and expects the la tte r to like it. The strange thing about i t  all is th a t _ he apparently  does, and when Rosita insists th a t Ronny stay  on and join her party , he acquiesces readily enough. But there­by hangs the tale and you m ust see for yourself.The story is, to say the least, unusual and even a little far-fetched in the char­acter of Rosita, but the ability of the author to dram atize his ^scenes with the expertness of a playw right, adds a zest and sparkle to the novel which compen­sates for the lightness of the theme. The ready wit of most of the characters a t times trends toward travesty  which is extremely entertaining and the buffoon­ery of old George Dunsire, “th a t good- natured ass with no brains,” makes ridiculous the austerity  of his wife in a most am using manner. The m ixture of poignancy and farce ja rs  somewhat in spots, although when separated, the la tte r is contagiously funny and clever. The author has done th a t p art of it extremely well.
Better Housekeeping
( Continued from  Page 2U)
For an inexpensive stew, we cannot improve upon th a t old favorite—the Irish Stew, with its onions, carrots, po­tatoes, etcetera. A New England Boiled Dinner made with corned beef, turnips, cabbage, and potatoes, is also very good and yet inexpensive. It is hardly nec­essary for me to give recipes for these well-known standbys.Here is an excellent recipe for “stretching” one cup of any kind of cooked, leftover meat, which you have measured after putting through the food chopper. M eat Souffle— Follow the direc­tions for making an ordinary thick cream sauce (every cook book carries such di­rections) and to one cupful of this sauce add one-half of a small peeled onion
put through the food grinder (or merely use the onion juice, which drips from the grinder, in chopping). Also add two beaten egg yolks and heat before s tir ­ring in the cupful of chopped cooked meat. Cool, then fold in the two egg whites, stiffly whipped, and scrape the fluffy m ixture a t  once into a buttered baking dish. Slip it  into a very mod­erate oven, to bake for about twenty- five minutes, or till high yet firm in the center when a knife is inserted. Serve a t once, from the same uncovered dish.
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Git a Horse
(C ontinued fro m  P age 28)
had ever happened to rub on th a t red- hot muffler you’d had a bon-fire. And it would serve you just rig h t!”“Oh my! My!” wailed Uncle Laban, his fluent supply of profanity being help­lessly inadequate to meet the situation. “ I never supposed any  kind of engine would g it to goin’ so fas t it couldn’t stop. I t  give me a turn, Jerry . My nerves is plumb shook up.”“There a in ’t  noth in’ too cussed fu r  an auttermobile to git into,” snapped Jerry  pettishly. “Look a t me. One tire down, and another slow-leakin’ an’ I think my tim er’s jarred  loose. Ju s t as soon as I g it my breath back, I got to turn  round and hunt for my teeth. They kinder flew out when I opened my mouth to yell a t you. If I was old as you be—” “Wal, you be—lackin’ ju s t a month an’ a few days.” Uncle Laban tender­ly massaged his sore stomach and dam­aged chin. “Do you think my enjine will run all righ t again—an’ s to p ?” “Best way to find out is to try  it an’ see,” advised Jerry . “But fust you want to g it some w ater to fill up yer tank. Yer blamed old teakettle has boiled dry.” The two old sports trudged patiently to a d istant farmhouse, returning with two pails of well-water, seven children, and five assorted dogs. A trap  drawn by a dashing span of bays loomed sm art­ly in the offing. They drew rein beside the stranded cars, and Constable John Tom Stinchfield clambered down.“W aiting fu r me to catch up with yer, was y e r? ” the officer of the law de­manded sourly. “You, Labe; an’ you too, Je rry  Reynolds—you both gotter come righ t along with me an’ go to court. I find you guilty o’ using the public highway fu r a racetrack, an’ you scared Lawyer Barnes’ sorril colt plumb out o’ his harness—I ’ll bate he gives yer a life sentence! Besides, Lem Spencer timed both o’ yer m akin’ all of eighteen miles an hour through Drummond’s Landing. I swan, you ought te r  be ashamed.”Laban and Je rry  stared aghast. “But Jaw n Tawm,” protested Laban. “We ain’t  none of them New York or M assa­chusetts fellers. You know us and who we be. You can’t a rre st us.”The portly constable produced a legal- looking document and flourished it t r i ­umphantly beneath the culprits’ noses.“Can’t  I ? ” he bellowed, while the drooping points of his walrus mustache absolutely bristled. “Wal, you just wait righ t where you be a minute an’ see if I can’t!”
End of P a rt I
(T o be concluded in  Our M ay N u m ber)
The Exchange Hotel
“W here Good F ellow s G et T ogeth er”
In the center of Lewiston within three minutes of the Railroad Station and one minute of the Bus Terminal.
Rooms W ith Running W ater or Bath Rates— $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 European Plan— Phone 382 Free Parking Space
Exchange Hotel Co., Inc., Proprietors
16 Chapel St. Lewiston, Maine
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We are again publishing a page of Maine pictures which you should recog­nize readily. A $.75 allowance toward a $1.50 subscription to Su n -Up, Maine’s Own Magazine, will be made to any per­son identifying two of the pictures on this page. Use coupon below.
I am identifying two of the photo­graphs appearing on this page for which please credit me with the $.75 allowance towards a year’s subscription to Sun-Up, Maine’s Own Magazine.
The Circulation Mgr.Sun-Up , Maine’s Own Magazine,22 Monument Sq.,Portland, Maine.
I am enclosing the $.75 balance due and ask you to begin my subscription immediately.
Name ................................................................
Address ............................................................
( 1)
IDENTIFICATION OF LAST MONTH’S PICTURES
1. Eastern  Cemetery, Portland.2. Longfellow Garden, Portland.3. Cyrus C urtis’ Yacht, Lyndonia.4. F o rt Popham, on the Kennebec.
( 4 )
How Well Do You Know
Page Thir.ty-two
SUSCEPTIVE
Gold Digger I: “Would you m arry for money, dearie?”Gold D igger II: “I don’t  know, but I have a sacred wish th a t Cupid m ight shoot me with a Pierce-Arrow.”—Gran­ite Service.
SUAVE RETORT
He had just been worsted in a business deal, and he was very angry. “I look upon you, sir, as a rascal,” he growled.“You are privileged,” said the other man, “to look upon me in any character you care to assume.”—Exchange.
A backwoods mountaineer one day found a m irror which a tourist had lost.“Well, if it ain’t  my old dad,” he said, as he looked in the m irror. “I never knowed he had his pitcher took.”He took the m irror home and stole into the attic to hide it. But his actions didn’t  escape his suspicious wife. That night while he slept she slipped up to the attic and found the mirror.“Hum-um,” she said, looking into it, “so th a t’s the old hag he’s been chasin’.” —Sun Dial.
KNOWS HIS WOMEN
She: “Meet me a t  the corner tonight a t seven o’clock.”He: “All righ t; w hat time will you be there ?”— Selected.
WEAR AND TEAR
Gump had been told by his friend, the garage mechanic, th a t motor oil rubbed on the dog would exterm inate fleas. A day later the garage phone rang.“Say, A rt, ever since I put th a t oil on my dog he’s done nothing but run around the house a t  top speed all day. W hat’ll I do?”“Change oil every 500 miles.”—Topics.
Sweet Young Thing: “How much are your room s?”Hotel Clerk: “Five dollars up to twelve.”Sweet Young Thing: “How much for one all n ig h t? ”—Pullman News.
EVERYBODY SATISFIED
A colored boy was strolling through a cemetery reading the inscriptions on the tombstones. He came to one which read, “Not dead, but sleeping.” Scratching his head, the negro rem arked:“He sure ain’t foolin’ nobody but his- self.”— Pullman News.
CORRECT!
He: “How do you like my electric 
su it? ”She: “W hat’s an electric su it? ”He: “I t ’s one you order by wire and have charged.”—Exchange.
AWAKE TO POSSIBILITIES
It was said of a prep-school graduate th a t one night he left a note on his door for his roommate, who had gone to the movies. This bore the legend: “If I ’m studying when you get back, wake me up.”—Pullman News.
CAN’T BLAME HIM
Policeman (producing notebook): 
“W ot’s your nam e?”M otorist: “Aloysius A lastair Cy- prianus.”Policeman (putting  book aw ay ): “Well, don’t  let me catch you again.”—Clipped.
EARLY WORMS WILL TURN
“You must wa”ke and call me early, call me early, mother dear.”That was often said to mothers by the girls of yesteryear;But the girls now tell the ir m aters, as they s ta r t  out for a spin,“You must wake up early, mother, some one’s got to let me in.”—Pullman News.
NO CONCERN OF HIS
A landlord wrote to his tenant: “I reg re t to inform you th a t my ren t is much overdue. Will you kindly forward me a check?”Back went the reply: “I see no reason on earth  why I should pay your rent. I can’t even pay my own.”—Exchange.
The eternal Kind Old Lady: “Don’t  you dread the shame of being electrocuted?” 
Occupant of Cell One, Prisoners’ Row: “No, i t ’s the shock of it tha t bothers me.”—Bison.
SCRAPPED CLEAN
’A rry ’Awkins (just o v er): “ ’Ow is it the sky is so much clearer in New York than h it is in Lunnon?”N ight Hawk: “Oh, we have sky scrap­ers in New York.”—Clipped.
FROM DUNDEE, EH?
A venerable Scot purchased a radio set, and a few days la ter his friends asked him how he liked it.“Well, i t ’s aw righ t to listen to,” he replied, “but those bulbs are nae sae gud to read by.”—High Tension News.
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TAKING NO CHANCES
He: “When I left my last boarding place the landlady wept.”Landlady: “Well, I won’t  need to. I always collect the ren t in advance.”— 
Exchange.
WAY DOWN BACK
Jimmy is very hard on boots and trousers, and naturally  his mother re ­members this when she goes shopping. One day while out with a friend she was buying cloth for a pair of trousers for the boy, and ordered a good deal more than seemed necessary.“Why do you buy so m uch?” asked the friend.“Oh,” responded the mother, “this is for the reserved seats.”—Review.
“Why doesn’t  the lamb follow you to school any more, M ary?”
“What! a t 50 miles an ho ur?”—Ex­change.
Equip your Home for 
Spring and Summer
Section  of the L ew isto n  & A uburn A w n in g  Co. Show  Room
IF IT IS MADE OF CANVAS, WE MAKE IT
Plans for equipping your home for spring and summer should include a trip to our 
show rooms where the latest style awnings and canvas goods of every nature are on dis­
play. The modern home is not complete without a set of decorative awnings to protect 
the members of the family from the devastating rays of the hot summer sun. Porch and 
window awnings, folding furniture, porch curtains, and lawn umbrellas lend an atmos­
phere of brightness and cheer to any home. There is a distinction about finely cut and 
perfectly fitted awnings that cannot be equalled by any other type of exterior decoration.
Write us for information regarding the installation of awnings and the variety of our 
canvas equipment for the home.
The Lewiston & Auburn Awning Co.
The Largest Factory of its Kind in New England
187 WASHINGTON STREET AUBURN, MAINE
The Modern Mode of Travel
— ---------j---------------- — --------1------I A
. 1 /A
The Blue Line- ewiston - Rumford - Farmington
STARTING
POINTS
LEWISTON—
Union Bus Terminal
Cor. Main and Chapel Sts.
Tel. 2011
RUMFORD—
Newell’s Drug Store
Tel. 147-R
FARMINGTON— 
Exchange Hotel 
Tel. 139
LEWISTON - RUMFORD _______
Lewiston to Rumford Rumford to LewistonRead Down Daily Read Up
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
7.40 1.20 4.20 Lv. Lewiston Ar. 9.20 3.00 6.008.10 1.50 4.50 “ Turner i i 8.50 2.30 5.308.22 2.02 5.02 i i No. Turner i i 8.38 2.18 5.188.30 2.10 5.10 a Livermore i i 8.30 2.10 5.108.42 2.22 5.22 a Canton a 8.18 1.58 4.588.57 2.37 5.37 a E ast Peru a 8.03 1.43 4.439.02 2.42 5.42 a Peru a 7.58 1.38 4.389.12 2.52 5.52 a Dixfield a 7.48 1.28 4.289.30 3.10 6.10 a Rumford a 7.30 1.10 4.10
LEWISTON - FARMINGTON
Read Down Daily Read Up
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
7.40 1.20 4.20 Lv. Lewiston Ar. 9.20 3.00 6.008.10 1.50 4.50 i i Turner i i 8.50 2.30 5.308.22 2.02 5.02 i i North Turner i i 8.38 2.18 5.188.30 2.10 5.10 a Livermore i i 8.30 2.10 5.108.43 2.23 5.23 a No. Livermore i i 8.17 1.57 4.578.50 2.30 5.30 a Livermore Falls i i 8.10 1.50 4.508.56 2.36 5.36 a Jay i i 8.04 1.44 4.449.06 2.46 5.46 a North Jay i i 7.54 1.34 4.349.14 2.54 5.54 i i Wilton i i 7.46 1.26 4.269.23 3.03 6.03 a E ast Wilton i i 7.37 1.17 4.179.36 3.16 6.16 a W. Farm ington i i 7.24 1.04 4.049.40 3.20 6.20 a Farm ington i i 7.20 1.00 4.00
The Blue Line 
connects with 
busses running 
from Lewiston 
to Waterville
Out of State 
Passengers 
transferred 
to coaches at 
Union Bus 
Terminal to 
any point 
beyond 
Portsmouth 
on first 
trip out of 
Rumford and 
Farmington
Safe and Comfortable Transportation
